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Documentation Updates
The title page of this document contains the following identifying information:

l Software Version number, which indicates the software version.

l Document Release Date, which changes each time the document is updated.

l Software Release Date, which indicates the release date of this version of the software.

To check for recent updates or to verify that you are using themost recent edition of a document, go
to:

http://h20230.www2.hp.com/selfsolve/manuals

This site requires that you register for an HP Passport and sign in. To register for an HP Passport
ID, go to:

http://h20229.www2.hp.com/passport-registration.html

Or click theNew users - please register link on the HP Passport login page.

You will also receive updated or new editions if you subscribe to the appropriate product support
service. Contact your HP sales representative for details.
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Support
Visit the HP Software Support Online web site at:

http://www.hp.com/go/hpsoftwaresupport

This web site provides contact information and details about the products, services, and support
that HP Software offers.

HP Software online support provides customer self-solve capabilities. It provides a fast and
efficient way to access interactive technical support tools needed tomanage your business. As a
valued support customer, you can benefit by using the support web site to:

l Search for knowledge documents of interest

l Submit and track support cases and enhancement requests

l Download software patches

l Manage support contracts

l Look up HP support contacts

l Review information about available services

l Enter into discussions with other software customers

l Research and register for software training

Most of the support areas require that you register as an HP Passport user and sign in. Many also
require a support contract. To register for an HP Passport ID, go to:

http://h20229.www2.hp.com/passport-registration.html

To findmore information about access levels, go to:

http://h20230.www2.hp.com/new_access_levels.jsp
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Disclaimer for PDF Version of Online Help
This document is a PDF version of the online help. This PDF file is provided so you can easily print
multiple topics from the help information or read the online help in PDF format.

Note: Some topics do not convert properly to PDF, causing format problems. Some elements of
online help are completely removed from the PDF version. Those problem topics can be
successfully printed from within the online help.
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Chapter 1

Avaya IP Telephony Reports
The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony provides you with the following extension packs to view and
analyze the performance data of the Avaya IP telephony environment:

l Avaya_IPT_Call_Terms_Types

l Avaya_IPT_CDR_Collection

l Avaya_IPT_CMProcOccupancy_Sum

l Avaya_IPT_MGW_Calls

l Avaya_IPT_NWReg_DSP_CODEC_Sum

l Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

l Avaya_IPT_TG_Calls

l Avaya_IPT_TG_RP_Usage

l Avaya_IPT_Trunk_Activity

l Avaya_IPT_RTP_SessionMetrics

Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and Termination
Reasons Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT Calls Terms Types extension pack. You can use
this extension pack to generate reports based on the call types and call termination reasons. See
the sections Call Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about the
metrics you can specify to generate reports.

You can filter the reports based on specific dimensions such as Call Types, Termination Reasons,
Direction, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more information about the
attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report formats to view
specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis to assist you
better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. This extension pack helps you in
long-term capacity planning.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
call types and termination reasons reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your deployment
environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from the Avaya
Communications Manager. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Avaya section for
additional information.

l Enable Avaya CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP
Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Avaya
CDR Reporting section for additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports provided
by the Avaya IPT Calls Terms Types extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and Termination Reasons Reports from the
NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Avaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_Calls_Terms_Types > Termination_Reasons_
and_Types_Avaya to see a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Call
Duration (secs) (avg)) as the primary metric and thePeriod Length (secs) (sum) as the
secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can generate a report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example, you can specify the
topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Communications Manager
IP Address and call quality metrics such as Call Duration, Period Length, and so on. You can use
the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:
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1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that handled the call.

Call Type The type of the call.
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Attribute Description

Termination Reason The reason for the termination of the call.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the communications manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

Call Duration (secs) (avg) The average call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sample count of the hourly data records stored in the
Network Performance Server (NPS).

1Duration (secs ) The duration of the calls in seconds.

Note:Youmust not select the average value for this metric
while generating the report. Youmay select the average value
for the Call Duration (secs) metric.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:
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l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theCall Duration (avg) as
the secondary metric, generate the report, and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the trend for the Hourly Call Attempts (HCA) and the Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)
along with the average duration for every hour.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 27to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. The
minimum time range for this report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample count, select
theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clickingOptions.

For example, if you want to identify the hour of themonth, week, or day when the number of call
attempts were the highest, you can select theSample Count as themetric and set the time control
options to the default values for this report as discussed in the previous paragraph and then
generate the report. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the
raw value of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 27to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 29 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Sample Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a call metric. For
example, if you select the call count (Sample Count (sum)) metric to generate the Heat Chart
report, you can use the report to identify the following instances on your IP Telephony network:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high) such as the Busy Hour Call
Attempts (BHCA) that affected the results for one day.
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l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Verify that a high call volume or call duration condition returned to normal after a period of time.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes.
You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list .

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Communication Manager IP Address

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the communication
managers in your deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and
select theCommunications Manager IP Address call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down
list and select theSample Count (sum) call metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select
an appropriate time frame over which the call volume variationmust be analyzed.
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By default, this report groups data by the Communications Manager IP Address call attribute. You

can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific
time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month. You can select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down
list to see the call data for the past 70 days, based on the duration for which the iSPI for
IP Telephony has been processing the CDR data and sharing this data with the NPS.

For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time
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frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 27to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 29 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCall Duration (secs) (avg)metric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls
on your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 26 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
27 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_Calls_Terms_Types

4. Click Termination_Reasons_and_Types_Avaya. This opens the Termination_Reasons_
and_Types_Avaya page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Top N Chart

n Most Changed

n Calendar

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report
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12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports
The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IP Telephony CDR extension pack. You can
use this extension pack to generate reports for the call metrics: call count (Sample Count) and call
duration. See the sections Call Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information
about themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the of the calls, such as the IP address
of the communicationmanager that handled the call, the calling party number, the called party
number, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more information about the
attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report formats to view
specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis to assist you
better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

You can use this extension pack to report on themultiple dimensions (attributes) of a call. The
extension pack retains the data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a short period of time
(32 days). You can use the data for short-term operational reporting and run the reports once a
month. You can use the reports for further analysis using custom tools.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Recent Calls

n Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya CDR Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
CDR reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics/NPS) in your deployment environment before installing the NNM iSPI for IP
Telephony. If you have installed the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the
iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS, make sure that you enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP
Telephony only after installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS in your deployment
environment.

l Configure the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from the Avaya
Communications Manager. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
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Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Avaya section for
additional information.

l Enable Avaya CDR reporting in the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure
Avaya CDR Reporting section for additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports provided
by the Avaya IP Telephony CDR extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports
To access the Avaya IP Telephony CDR reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Call Details > AvayaIPTCDRMetrics to view a list of the
supported Avaya CDR Report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics

5. This generates the report based on the default metrics (Call Duration (secs) (avg)) as the
primary metric and thePeriod Length (secs) (sum) as the secondary metric with no Topology
Filter selected. 

6. After launching a report, you can generate a report based on your requirements by specifying
the following details:

n Specify time controls

n Specify topology filters

n Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes
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o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony marks the call metric data with a universal time stamp known as
seconds since epoch, which directly reflects the Universal timestamp (in seconds since epoch) on
the Avaya Communications Manager server that logged the call. The Network Performance Server
(NPS) converts this timestamp into the local time as defined by the location of the NPS. If the
Avaya Communications Manager server that logged the call is in a different time zone when
compared to the time zone of the NPS or the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony, the NPS data will not be
in synchronization with the local time of the Avaya Communications Manager server.

Note that when you generate the reports, the NPS converts the time the call was handled by the
Avaya Communications Manager server to the local time on the NPS. The reports display this
converted time and not the time the call was handled by the Avaya Communications Manager
server.

When configuring the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony to access the CDR data on the Avaya
Communications Manager server, youmust specify the time zone of the Avaya Communications
Manager server. The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony uses this time zone information to correctly
determine the universal timestamp (seconds since epoch) for the call origination time.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the call metric reports based on the various
combinations of the call attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example,
you can specify the topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the
Communications Manager IP Address, Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on.
You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.
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2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Call Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that handled the call.

Outbound Access Code Dialed The access code dialed for calls outbound
from the communicationmanager that handled
the calls.

Outbound Trunk Group Access Code The Trunk Group Access Code (TAC) of the
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Call Attribute Description

outbound trunk group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound routing of the call.

Outbound Trunk Group The outbound Trunk Group name or number
used by the communicationmanager that
handled the outbound routing of the call. If you
do not see the required list of Trunk Group
names or numbers in the selection list, verify
that the Trunk Group Access Code (TAC) for
all the trunk groups are displayed correctly by
the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony in the Trunk
Group Detail Form. You can specify the
correct TAC by editing the value in the Trunk
Group Detail Form and saving the form (using
theSave and Close button on the form). After
saving the TAC, the next time the iSPI for
IP Telephony processes such a call, the
values Trunk Group Names or numbers are
listed for you to select.

Outbound Trunk Port The outbound trunk port used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Outbound Trunk Port Network Number The outbound trunk port network number used
by the communicationmanager that handled
the outbound call.

Outbound Signaling Group The outbound signaling group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Inbound Trunk Group Access Code The Trunk Group Access Code (TAC) of the
inbound trunk group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the call
at inbound.

Inbound Trunk Group The inbound Trunk Group name or number
used by the communicationmanager that
handled the inbound call. If you do not see the
required list of Trunk Group names or numbers
in the selection list, verify that the Trunk Group
Access Code (TAC) for all the trunk groups are
displayed correctly by the NNM iSPI for IP
Telephony in the Trunk Group Detail Form.
You can specify the correct TAC by editing the
value in the Trunk Group Detail Form and
saving the form (using theSave and Close
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Call Attribute Description

button on the form). After saving the TAC, the
next time the iSPI for IP Telephony processes
such a call, the values Trunk Group Names or
numbers are listed for you to select.

Inbound Trunk Port The inbound trunk port used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Inbound Trunk Port Network Number The inbound trunk port network number used
by the communicationmanager that handled
the outbound call.

Inbound Signaling Group The inbound signaling group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Calling Party Number The number from where the call originated as
registered by the communicationmanager that
handled the call.

Called Party Number The number to which the call was made as
registered by the communicationmanager that
handled the call.

Calling Party Location Specifies the location of the party from where
the call originated.

Calling Party Site Code Specifies the site code configured for the party
from where the call originated.

Calling Party Mail-Code Specifies themail code configured for the
party from where the call originated.

Call Classification The classification of the call. You can select
any or all of the following options to filter
information:

l Inbound

l Outbound

l Tandem

l Intra Switch

l Unknown

Termination Reason The reason for termination of the call.

Failed Call Indicates whether a call terminated due to a
failure condition. The possible values include
the following:
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Call Attribute Description

l No: signifies that the call did not terminate
due to a failure condition.

l Yes: signifies that call terminated due to a
failure condition.

Failure Reason The reason for the failure of the call.

Condition Code An Avaya internal field that identifies the
various aspects of a call.

Authorization Code The authorization code used for outgoing calls.

Account Code The account code used to associate call
information to the specific account.

Outbound H248GW IP Address The outbound H248GW IP Address used by
the communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Outbound H248GW MediaModule Number The outbound H248GW MediaModule
Number used by the communicationmanager
that handled the outbound call.

Inbound H248GW IP Address The inbound H248GW IP Address used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound call.

Inbound H248GW MediaModule Number The inbound H248GW H248GW Media
Module Number used by the communication
manager that handled the outbound call.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the communications manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Called Party Location Specifies location of the party to which the call
was made.

Called Party Site Code Specifies site code configured for the party to
which the call was made.

Called Party Mail-Code Specifies mail code configured for the party to
which the call was made.

Youmust specify meaningful values for the Location, Site Code, and theMail-Code attributes for
the calling party and the called party if you want to filter the report based on these attributes. You
can use the Topology Details Form view tomake these changes. The iSPI for IP Telephony does
not populate these fields during the automatic discovery.
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Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Call Metric Description

Call Duration (secs) (avg) The average call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

1Duration (secs ) The duration of the calls in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to generate
a report. You can select the average value for the Call Duration
metric. You can however select theminimum andmaximum
options for this metric to generate reports.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Youmust specify meaningful values for the Location, Site Code, and theMail-Code attributes for
the calling party and the called party if you want to filter the report based on these attributes. You
can use the Topology Details Form view tomake these changes. The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony
does not populate these fields during the automatic discovery.
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Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Recent Calls

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theCall Duration (avg) as
the secondary metric, generate the report, and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the trend for the Hourly Call Attempts (HCA) and the Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)
along with the average duration for every hour.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 40to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. By default,
the Heat Chart report displays the data for all calls from the last 31 days, for all days of the week,
for all hours of the day, theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as the call metric, and with no topology filter
selected. Theminimum time range for this report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample
count, select theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clicking
Options.

For example, if you want to identify the hour of themonth, week, or day when the number of call
attempts were the highest, you can select theSample Count as themetric and set the time control
options to the default values for this report as discussed in the previous paragraph and then
generate the report. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the
raw value of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 40to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 45 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Sample Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a call metric. For
example, if you select the call count (Sample Count (sum)) metric to generate the Heat Chart
report, you can use the report to identify the following instances on your IP Telephony network:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high) such as the Busy Hour Call
Attempts (BHCA) that affected the results for one day.

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Verify that a high call volume or call duration condition returned to normal after a period of time.
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Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes.
You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list .

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Communication Manager IP Address

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Recent Calls Report

his report by default, displays two of themost recent calls on the network.You can select the
number of calls you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch the Recent Calls report, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Specify the number of calls to be displayed in the report,

5. Select the topology filter to be applied to filter the report.

6. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the communication
managers in your deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and
select theCommunications Manager IP Address call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down
list and select theSample Count (sum) call metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select
an appropriate time frame over which the call volume variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Communications Manager IP Address call attribute. You

can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.
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6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Note:As this report compares the variations in the call metric values for two consecutive time
frames, youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible
from the Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and
displays the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month. You can select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down
list to see the call data for the past 70 days, based on the duration for which the iSPI for
IP Telephony has been processing the CDR data and sharing this data with the NPS.

For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 40to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 45 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCall Duration (secs)metric. You can
generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on your
network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page 39
to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
39 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Call Details

4. Click AvayaIPTCDRMetrics. This opens the AvayaIPTCDRMetrics page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya IP
Telephony reports.
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n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony Communication Manager
Processor Occupancy Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT CMProcOccupancy Sum extension pack. You
can use this extension pack to generate reports for the Avaya communicationmanager processor
occupancy. You can generate the report based on the processor occupancy attributes such as the
CommunicationManager IP address, the SGUUID and the processor occupancy quality metrics
such as the systemmanagement occupancy percentage, the Static Occupancy Percentage, and
so on. See the sections Call Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about
themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya Communication Manager
Processor Occupancy Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
CDR reporting:
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l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Enable Avaya reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP
Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Avaya
Reporting > Enable Processor Occupancy Summary Reports section for additional
information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT CMProcOccupancy Sum extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Communication
Manager Processor Occupancy Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Communication Manager Processor Occupancy reports
from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_CMProcOccupancy_Sum > Processor_
Occupancy_Summary to view a list of the supported processor occupancy summary report
formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Idle
Occupancy Percentage) as the primary metric and theCall Processing Occupancy
Percentage as the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
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o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the processor occupancy metric reports based on the
various combinations of the processor occupancy attribute values available in the accumulated
processor occupancy metric data .You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology
filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .
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o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server for which the processor
occupancy is reported.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group that is
associated with the Communications
Manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.
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l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for an
attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch and
Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

Sample Count The sample count of the hourly data records stored in the
Network Performance Server (NPS).

1Idle Occupancy Percentage The percentage of idle occupancy of the CM processor during
the specified time frame.

1Call Processing Occupancy Percentage The percentage of call processing occupancy of the
CM processor during the specified time frame.

1SystemManagement Occupancy Percentage The percentage of systemmanagement occupancy of the
CM processor during the specified time frame.

1Static Occupancy Percentage The percentage of static occupancy of the CM processor
during the specified time frame.

1Total Connected Calls The total connected calls on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.

1Connected Tandem Calls The connected tandem calls on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.

1Total Calls Attempted The total calls attempted on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.

1Intercom Calls Attempted The intercom calls attempted on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.

1Outgoing Calls Attempted The outgoing calls attempted on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.
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Metric Description

1Incoming Calls Attempted The incoming calls attempted on the CM processor during the
specified time frame.

1Private Network Calls Attempted The private network calls attempted on the CM processor
during the specified time frame.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected processor occupancy metrics on a chart at each display grain interval
within the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of
aggregatedmetric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time.
Based on your requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the
data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.
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3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 56to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 58 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. You can
move themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value of the call metric for
the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 56to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 58 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the processor occupancy attributes and the processor occupancy
metric, this report ranks the processor occupancy attribute values in the ascending or descending
order of the total raw values of the processor occupancy metric. This report includes all the
processor occupancy instances that had a variation for the specified processor occupancy
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attribute. The report displays the rank of the processor occupancy attribute value along with the
processor occupancy metric value and the percentage of the processor occupancy metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the processor occupancy attribute values that had occurrences at
the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the processor
occupancy attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list .

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Communication Manager IP Address

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Top N report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.
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Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the processor occupancy metric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of processor occupancy attributes and ranks
these groups of processor occupancy attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the
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attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed
values. The report displays the value of the processor occupancy metric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select a processor occupancy metric, specify the processor
occupancy attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain
processor occupancy attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific
time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
processor occupancy metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default,
this report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time
frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 56to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 58 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 processor occupancy instances based on the Idle
Occupancy Percentagemetric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to
analyze the number of in-service trunks on your network. You can select the number of trunk
activities you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CommunicationManager
Processor Occupancy Reports" on page 55 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
55 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_CMProcOccupancy_Sum

4. Click Processor_Occupancy_Summary. This opens the Processor Occupancy Summary
page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:

n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart
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n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Processor Occupancy reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT MGW Calls extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the calls handled by themedia gateway. You can generate
reports based on the gateway call attributes such as the CommunicationManager IP Address, the
Direction, themedia gateway, the port network number and so on. See the sections Call Metric
under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about themetrics you can specify to
generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya Media Gateway Call
Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
Media Gateway Call reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from the Avaya
Communications Manager. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Avaya section for
additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT MGW extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_MGW_Calls > Media_Gateway_Calls to view
a list of the supported Avayamedia gateway call report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Period Length (secs) (sum)) as the primary metric and theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as
the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the call metric reports based on the various
combinations of the call attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example,
you can specify the topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the
Communications Manager IP Address, Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on.
You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:
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1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that handled the call.
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Attribute Description

Port Network Number The port network number used for handling the
call.

H248Media Gateway MediaModule Number The H248media gateway mediamodule
number used by themedia gateway to carry
the call.

H248Media Gateway IP Address The H248media gateway that carried the call..

Direction The direction of the call. This can be one of the
following types:

l In

l Out

SGUUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the communicationmanager that handled
the call.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Call Metric Description

1Call Duration (secs) (avg) The call duration in seconds.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

1Duration (secs) (avg) The average duration of the calls in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to generate
a report. You can select the average value for the Call Duration
metric. You can however select theminimum andmaximum
options for this metric to generate reports.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Top N Chart

n Most Changed

n Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 68to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 70 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. By default,
the Heat Chart report displays the data for all calls from the last 31 days, for all days of the week,
for all hours of the day, theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as the call metric, and with no topology filter
selected. Theminimum time range for this report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample
count, select theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clicking
Options.

For example, if you want to identify the hour of themonth, week, or day when the number of call
attempts were the highest, you can select theSample Count as themetric and set the time control
options to the default values for this report as discussed in the previous paragraph and then
generate the report. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the
raw value of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 68to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 70 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Sample Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a call metric. For
example, if you select the call count (Sample Count (sum)) metric to generate the Heat Chart
report, you can use the report to identify the following instances on your IP Telephony network:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high) such as the Busy Hour Call
Attempts (BHCA) that affected the results for one day.

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Verify that a high call volume or call duration condition returned to normal after a period of time.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes.
You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Communication Manager IP Address

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
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Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
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change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the communication
managers in your deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and
select theCommunications Manager IP Address call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down
list and select theSample Count (sum) call metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select
an appropriate time frame over which the call volume variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Communications Manager IP Address call attribute. You

can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 68to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 70 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, allows you to identify the peak period for ametric. You can generate this
report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on your network. You
can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options provided by the report
template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Media Gateway Call
Reports" on page 67 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
68 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_MGW_Calls

4. Click Media_Gateway_Calls. This opens theMedia_Gateway_Calls page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony media gateway call reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony DSP and CODEC Usage
Summary Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT NWRegDSP CODEC Sum, extension pack.
You can use this extension pack to generate reports for the DSP and CODEC usage summary fir a
network region. You can generate the report based on the CODEC and DSP attributes quality
metrics.
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The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya IP Telephony DSP and
CODEC Usage Summary Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
DSP and CODEC Usage Summary reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Enable Avaya reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP
Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Avaya
Reporting > Enabling IP Network Region DSP/Codec Summary Report section for
additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT NWRegDSP CODEC Sum extension pack.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.
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3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the CODEC usage summary metric reports based on the
various combinations of the CODEC usage summary attribute values available in the accumulated
CODEC usage summary metric data .You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology
filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.
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Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager.

Network Region The network region that references the
DSP/CODEC resources.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group that is
associated with the Communications
Manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the CODEC usage summary records available in the database
at a given point of time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific CODEC usage summary attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list,
you can click theSearch and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC usage and summary reports from the NNMi
console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_NWReg_DSP_Codec_Sum > Codec_Usage_
and_Summary to view a list of the supported processor occupancy summary report formats.
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4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (G711
Usage) as the primary metric and theG711 in Region Peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1G711 Usage (Erlangs) TheG711 usage in erlangs for the CODEC.

1G711 In Region peg TheG711 in region peg for the CODEC.

1G711Out of Region peg TheG711 out of region peg for the CODEC.

1G723/9 Usage (Erlangs) TheG723/9 usage for the CODEC.

1G723/9 In Region peg TheG723/9 In Region peg for the CODEC.

1G723/9 Out of Region peg TheG723/9 out of Region peg for the CODEC

1Total Number of IP Codec Resources The total number of IP Codec resources.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected CODEC usagemetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within
the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected CODEC usagemetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 82 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the CODEC usage attributes and the CODEC usagemetric, this report
ranks the CODEC usage attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw
values of the CODEC usagemetric. This report includes all the CODEC usage instances that had
a variation for the specified CODEC usage attribute. The report displays the rank of the
CODEC usage attribute value along with the CODEC usagemetric value and the percentage of the
CODEC usagemetric value with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you
can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter
link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the CODEC usage attribute values
that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled
data for the CODEC usage attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the CODEC usagemetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of CODEC usage attributes and ranks these
groups of CODEC usage attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from
the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of the CODEC usagemetric for the previous time frame and the current
time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your
requirement, you can select a CODEC usagemetric, specify the CODEC usage attribute to group
by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain CODEC usage attribute values, and
specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
CODEC usagemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this
report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 82 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 CODEC usage instances based on theG711 Usage
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of
CODEC usage instances on your network. You can select the number of CODEC usage instances
you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony CODEC Usage and
Summary Reports" on page 81 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_NWReg_DSP_Codec_Sum

4. Click Codec_Usage_and_Summary. This opens the Codec Usage Summary page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n N Chart

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony CODEC Usage Summary reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony DSP usage Summary reports from the NNMi console:
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1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_NWReg_DSP_Codec_Sum > DSP_Usage_
and_Summary to view a list of the supported DSP usage summary report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(DSP Usages) as the primary metric and the In Region peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the DSP usagemetrics or the DSP usage attribute distinct
count, based on which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1DSP Usages The DSP usage in erlangs.

1In Region peg The In Region peg for the DSP.

1Denials peg The denials peg for the DSP.

1Blocked Percentage The percentage of blocked services by the DSP.

1Out of Services Percentage The percentage of out of service services by the DSP.

1Total Number of DSP Resources The total number of DSP resources.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)
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l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected DSP usagemetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected DSP usagemetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 90 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the DSP usage attributes and the DSP usagemetric, this report ranks
the DSP usage attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the
DSP usagemetric. This report includes all the DSP usage instances that had a variation for the
specified DSP usage attribute. The report displays the rank of the DSP usage attribute value along
with the DSP usagemetric value and the percentage of the DSP usagemetric value with respect to
all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify the DSP usage attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can
also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the DSP usage attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the DSP usagemetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of processor occupancy attributes and ranks
these groups of DSP usage attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from
the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of the DSP usagemetric for the previous time frame and the current time
frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your
requirement, you can select a DSP usagemetric, specify the DSP usage attribute to group by,
select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain DSP usage attribute values, and specify
the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
DSP usagemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 80to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 90 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 DSP usage instances based on theDSP Usagesmetric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of DSP usage
instances on your network. You can select the number of DSP usage instances you want the report
to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony DSP Usage Summary
Reports" on page 89 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
79 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_NWReg_DSP_Codec_Sum

4. Click DSP_Usage_and_Summary. This opens the DSP Usage and Summary page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Processor Occupancy reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Load Statistics
Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT PN Load Stats extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the port network load statistics on your network region.You
can generate the reports based on the following types of load statistics:
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l Incoming Trunk Load

l Intercom Load

l Outgoing Trunk Load

l Tandem Trunk Load

l Total Load

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya IP Telephony Port Network
Load Statistics Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
Port Network Load Statistics reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your deployment
environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Enable Avaya reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP
Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Avaya
Reporting > Enabling Port Network Load Report section for additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT PN Load Stats extension pack.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours
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o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the port network load statistics metric reports based on
the various combinations of the port network load statistics attribute values available in the
accumulated port network load statistics metric data .You can use the Topology Filter page to
specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.
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o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that uses the port network.

Port Network Number The port network number configured on the
CommunicationManager server.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group that is
associated with the Communications
Manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network
Incoming Trunk Load Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming Trunk Load Reports from the
NNMi console:
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1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats > Incoming_Trunk_Load to
view a list of the supported summary report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Intra
PN Usage) as the primary metric and the Intra PN Peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the Incoming Trunk Loadmetrics or the Incoming Trunk
Load attribute distinct count, based on which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Intra PN Usage The Intra PN usage in centum call seconds for the port network
for the incoming trunk load.

1Intra PN peg The Intra PN peg for the port network for the incoming trunk
load

1Incoming Usage The incoming usage for the port network for the incoming trunk
load

1Incoming peg The incoming peg for the port network for the incoming trunk
load

1Outgoing Usage The outgoing usage for the port network for the incoming trunk
load.

1Outgoing peg The outgoing peg for the port network for the incoming trunk
load.
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1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected incoming trunk loadmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval
within the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of
aggregatedmetric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time.
Based on your requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the
data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected incoming trunk loadmetric in a color-coded
tabular format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally.
The report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can
identify the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.
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Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 101 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the incoming trunk load attributes and the incoming trunk loadmetric,
this report ranks the incoming trunk load attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the
total raw values of the incoming trunk loadmetric. This report includes all the incoming trunk load
instances that had a variation for the specified incoming trunk load attribute. The report displays the
rank of the incoming trunk load attribute value along with the incoming trunk loadmetric value and
the percentage of the incoming trunk loadmetric value with respect to all the values listed. Based
on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology filter
using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the
DSP usage attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to
investigate historical sampled data for the DSP usage attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence
levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
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n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the incoming trunk loadmetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of incoming trunk load attributes and ranks these
groups of incoming trunk load attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes
from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values.
The report displays the value of the incoming trunk loadmetric for the previous time frame and the
current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on
your requirement, you can select an incoming trunk loadmetric, specify the incoming trunk load
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain incoming trunk
load attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 incoming trunk load instances based on the
Intra PN Usagemetric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the
number of incoming trunk load instances on your network. You can select the number of incoming
trunk loads you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
incoming trunk loadmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default,
this report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Port Network Incoming
Trunk Load Reports" on page 100 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 101 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

4. Click Incoming_Trunk_Load. This opens the Incoming Trunk Load page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart
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n Chart Detail

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
Incoming Trunk Load reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats > Intercom_Load to view a
list of the supported intercom load report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Intra
PN Usage) as the primary metric and the Intra PN peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics
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Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Intra PN Usage The Intra PN usage in centum call seconds for the port network
for the intercom load.

1Intra PN peg The Intra PN peg for the port network for the intercom load

1Iner PN Usage The Intra PN usage in centum call seconds for the port network
for the intercom load.

1Inter PN peg The Intra PN peg for the port network for the intercom load

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected intercom loadmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within
the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on previous page to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
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3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
intercom loadmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this
report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected intercom loadmetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
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time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 109 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the intercom load attributes and the intercom loadmetric, this report
ranks the intercom load attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values
of the intercom loadmetric. This report includes all the intercom load instances that had a variation
for the specified intercom load attribute. The report displays the rank of the intercom load attribute
value along with the intercom loadmetric value and the percentage of the intercom loadmetric
value with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using
theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis. You can use this report to identify the intercom load attribute values that had occurrences
at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the intercom
load attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.
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6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
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N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 intercom load instances based on the Intra PN Usage
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of intercom
load instances on your network. You can select the number of intercom load instances you want the
report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the intercom loadmetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of intercom load attributes and ranks these groups
of intercom load attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the
attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report
displays the value of the intercom loadmetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame
along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement,
you can select a intercom loadmetric, specify the intercom load attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain intercom load attribute values, and specify the
time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the intercom load attributes. You can remove the additional

intercom load attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Intercom Load Reports"
on page 108 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.
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6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

4. Click Intercom_Load. This opens the Intercom Load page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Port Network Intercom Load reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report
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12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya Outgoing Trunk Load Reports
To access the Avaya IP Telephony Outgoing Trunk Load reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_PN_Load-Stats > Outgoing_Trunk_Load to
view a list of the supported DSP usage summary report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Intra
PN Usage) as the primary metric and the Intra PN peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Intra PN Usage The Intra PN usage in centum call seconds for the port network
for the outgoing trunk load.

1Intra PN peg The Intra PN peg for the port network for the outgoing trunk load

1Incoming Usage The incoming usage for the port network for the outgoing trunk
load
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Metric Description

1Incoming peg The incoming peg for the port network for the outgoing trunk
load

1Outgoing Usage The outgoing usage for the port network for the outgoing trunk
load.

1Outgoing peg The outgoing peg for the port network for the outgoing trunk
load.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected outgoing trunk loadmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval
within the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of
aggregatedmetric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time.
Based on your requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the
data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on
previous page to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 116 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected outgoing trunk loadmetric in a color-coded
tabular format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally.
The report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can
identify the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 116 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the outgoing trunk load attributes and the outgoing trunk loadmetric, this
report ranks the outgoing trunk load attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total
raw values of the outgoing trunk loadmetric. This report includes all the outgoing trunk load
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instances that had a variation for the specified outgoing trunk load attribute. The report displays the
rank of the outgoing trunk load attribute value along with the outgoing trunk loadmetric value and
the percentage of the outgoing trunk loadmetric value with respect to all the values listed. Based on
your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology filter
using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the
outgoing trunk load attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for the outgoing trunk load attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the outgoing trunk loadmetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of outgoing trunk load attributes and ranks these
groups of outgoing trunk load attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes
from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values.
The report displays the value of the outgoing trunk loadmetric for the previous time frame and the
current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on
your requirement, you can select a outgoing trunk loadmetric, specify the outgoing trunk load
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain outgoing trunk load
attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple outgoing trunk load attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the outgoing trunk load attributes. You can
remove the additional outgoing trunk load attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking the

Remove Grouping icon .
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Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
outgoing trunk loadmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this
report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 116 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 outgoing trunk load instances based on the Intra
PN Usagemetric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number
of outgoing trunk load instances on your network. You can select the number of outgoing trunk load
instances you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the AvayaOutgoing Trunk Load Reports" on page
116 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

4. Click Outgoing_Trunk_Load. This opens the Outgoing Trunk Load page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

n Chart Detail

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Outgoing Trunk Load reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.
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n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports
To access the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats > Tandem_Load to view a list
of the supported tandem load report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Intra
PN Usage) as the primary metric and the Intra PN peg as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Intra PN Usage The Intra PN usage in centum call seconds for the port network
for the tandem load.

1Intra PN peg The Intra PN peg for the port network for the tandem load

1Incoming Usage The incoming usage for the port network for the tandem load

1Incoming peg The incoming peg for the port network for the tandem load

1Outgoing Usage The outgoing usage for the port network for the tandem load.

1Outgoing peg The outgoing peg for the port network for the tandem load.

1You can select any of the following options for the durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected tandem loadmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within
the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 124 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected tandem loadmetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of the call metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 124 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Report

Based on your selection of the tandem load attributes and the tandem loadmetric, this report ranks
the tandem load attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the
tandem loadmetric. This report includes all the tandem load instances that had a variation for the
specified tandem load attribute. The report displays the rank of the tandem load attribute value
along with the tandem loadmetric value and the percentage of the tandem loadmetric value with
respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the tandem load attribute values that had occurrences at the
extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the tandem load
attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
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n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the tandem loadmetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of tandem load attributes and ranks these groups
of tandem load attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the
attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report
displays the value of the tandem loadmetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame
along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement,
you can select a tandem loadmetric, specify the tandem load attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain tandem load attribute values, and specify the time
range before generating the report.
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You can select multiple tandem load attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the tandem load attributes. You can remove
the additional tandem load attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping

icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
tandem loadmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to be applied on the
report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 124 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 tandem load instances based on the Intra PN Usage
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of tandem
load instances on your network. You can select the number of tandem load instances you want the
report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Tandem Load Reports" on
page 124 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

4. Click Tandem_Load. This opens the Tandem Load page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony tandem load reports.
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n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports
To access the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats > Total_Load to view a list of
the supported total load report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(TDM Occupancy) as the primary metric and thePN Occupancy as the secondary metric
with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1TDM Occupancy (%) The TimeDivisionedMultiplex (TDM) occupancy for the port
network.

1PN Occupancy (%) The Port Network Occupancy.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected total loadmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
previous page to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 132 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected total loadmetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value
of themetric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 132 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the total load attributes and the total loadmetric, this report ranks the
total load attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the total
loadmetric. This report includes all the total load instances that had a variation for the specified
total load attribute. The report displays the rank of the total load attribute value along with the total
loadmetric value and the percentage of the total loadmetric value with respect to all the values
listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the
topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to
identify the total load attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
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report to investigate historical sampled data for the total load attributes that exhibit unusual
occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the total loadmetric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of total load attributes and ranks these groups of total load attributes
based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed
values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the total load
metric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the
percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a total loadmetric,
specify the total load attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for
certain total load attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple total load attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the total load attributes. You can remove the

additional total load attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two total
loadmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 99to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 132 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 total load instances based on the TDM Occupancy (%)
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of total load
instances on your network. You can select the number of total load instances you want the report to
display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Total Load Reports" on
page 132 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
98 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_PN_Load_Stats

4. Click Total_Load. This opens the Total Load page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Port Network Total Load reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the total load that you want to filter while generating
the report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.
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Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Call Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT TGCalls extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the call metrics based on the attributes such as the
Direction, ICT Name, and so on. See the sections Call Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports
for more information about themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. You can use this extension pack
for long term capacity planning.

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya Trunk Calls Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya Trunk Calls
reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony. If you
have installed the iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics, make
sure that you enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony only after installing the
iSPI Performance for Metrics in your deployment environment.

l Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from the Avaya
Communications Manager. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Avaya section for
additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT TGCalls extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports
To access the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_TG_Calls > Trunk_Calls to view a list of the
supported Avaya trunk call report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Period Length (secs) (sum)) as the primary metric and theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as
the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data. For example, you can specify the
topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Communications Manager
IP Address, Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on. You can use the Topology
Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:
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1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that handled the call.

Trunk Group The trunk group used to carry the call.

Trunk Group Access Code The Trunk Group Access Code (TAC) of the
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Attribute Description

outbound trunk group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound routing of the call.

Signaling Group The signaling group used for the call.

Direction The direction of the call. This can be one of the
following:

l Inbound

l Outbound

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Call Duration (secs) (avg) The call duration in seconds.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

1Duration (secs) (avg) The average duration of the calls in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to generate
a report. You can select the average value for the Call Duration
metric. You can however select theminimum andmaximum
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Metric Description

options for this metric to generate reports.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Calendar

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

l Most Changed

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 141to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. The
minimum time range for this report is 24 hours. To change themetric to sample count, select the
Sample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clickingOptions.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 141to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 143 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in
the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank
of the attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect
to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link
and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use
this report to identify the attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use
this report to investigate historical sampled data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence
levels.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list .
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Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the communication
managers in your deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and
select theCommunications Manager IP Address call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down
list and select theSample Count (sum) call metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select
an appropriate time frame over which the call volume variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Communications Manager IP Address call attribute. You

can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 141to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 143 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on thePeriod Length (secs) (avg)metric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls
on your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Calls Reports" on
page 140 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
141 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_TG_Calls

4. Click Trunk_Calls. This opens the Trunk_Calls page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.
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9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern and Trunk
Group Usage Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT TGRP Usage extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the trunk group and route pattern usage based on the usage
attributes and usage quality metrics.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. This helps you in long-term
capacity planning.

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya CDR Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
CDR reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Enable route pattern usage reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure
Avaya Reporting > Enabling Route Pattern Usage Reporting section for additional
information.

l Enable trunk group usage reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure
Avaya Reporting > Enabling Trunk Group Usage Reporting section for additional
information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports provided
by the Avaya IPT TGRP Usage extension pack.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
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can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_TG_RP_Usage > Route_Pattern_Usage to
view a list of the supported Avaya route pattern usage report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Calls Offered) as the primary metric and theCalls Blocked as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:
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l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the route pattern usagemetric reports based on the
various combinations of the route pattern usage attribute values available in the accumulated route
pattern usagemetric data. You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that
you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.
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4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the CommunicationManager server
that includes the route pattern.

Route Pattern Number The route pattern number used during the selected time
period.

TGNumber for Trunk Group <number> The <number> indicates the position or priority of the
trunk group within the list of trunk group choices for a
route pattern.

Custom Info for Trunk Group <number> The custom information configured for the trunk group.
at the position indicated by the position number. For
example, this can be one of the following:

l LEC

l LD

l 911

Note: Make sure that you edit the topology detail form
view for the trunk group to includemeaningful custom
information. This allows you to filter the reports based
on the custom information easily.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group associated with the
CommunicationManager that includes the route pattern.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group your
reports. This is an internal attribute used for row-level
security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time. To select the specific attribute values, make sure that an hour has elapsed on the network.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.
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To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Calls Offered Indicates the total calls offered by the route pattern over the
specified time period.

1Calls Carried Indicates the total calls carried by the route pattern over the
specified time period.

1Calls Blocked Indicates the total calls blocked by the route pattern over the
specified time period.

1Calls QueueOverflow Indicates the calls queue overflow for the route pattern over the
specified time period.

1Calls Queued Indicates the total calls queued by the route pattern over the
specified time period.

1Percentage of Total RP Calls carried By
Trunk Group <number>

Indicates the percentage of total route pattern calls carried by
the trunk group number at the position indicated by the position
within the route pattern.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period
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l Peak Usage

l P.01Grade of Service Summary

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 153to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 154 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. To change themetric to sample
count, select theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clicking
Options.

You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value of the call
metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 163to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 166 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of
the attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to
all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify the attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence
levels.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 153to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 154 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 route pattern usage instances based on theCalls
Carriedmetric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of
route pattern instances on your network. You can select the number of trunk activities you want the
report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Route Pattern Usage
Reports" on page 152 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Usage Report

This report lets you analyze the Avaya Route Pattern usage and determine the peak periods of calls
offered to the Route Patterns. The report lists the data in a tabular output for the Peak Hour or Day
orWeek for the Route Patterns along with the split of peak period calls carried percentage among
the various positional Trunk Groups referenced by Route Pattern.

You can select the Peak Period ( Hour or Day orWeek) to be identified by selecting in the drop
down inside Report Options. You can also use the appropriate filters from the filters to restrict the
set of Route Patterns for which the report runs.

The report uses hourly aggregated Avaya Trunk Group Usage and Route Pattern usage information
stored in NPS under Avaya IP Telephony Route Patterns and Trunk Group usage reporting
package.
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P.01 GoS Summary Report

This report lets you analyze the Avaya Route Pattern usage and call routing capacity planning by
generating the usage summary for a selected set of Avaya Route Patterns. This report is applicable
only for the Route Patterns that reference channelized interfaces such as T1/E1. In a tabular
display, for each route pattern, the report, displays the detailed summary for each Trunk Group
referenced by the Route Pattern as well as for the whole set of Trunk Groups referenced by the
route pattern. The detailed Trunk Group by Trunk Group summary for each Route Pattern and the
summary for the set of Trunk Groups referenced by the Route pattern is similar to the result of
analysis done in the Trunk Group P.01GoS Summary report. For more information on Trunk Group
P.01GoS Summary reports, see "P.01 Grade of Service Summary Report" on page 173

In the detailed Trunk group by Trunk Group summary table located in the P.01GoS Summary
column in the table of Route Patterns, the rows are sorted by the priority or selection order of the
Trunk Group within the Route Pattern. However, you can select different sorting criteria to sort the
rows by choosing the right sort options in the Report Options.

In each row of the Route Pattern summary in the outer table, the report also displays the percentage
of total Route Pattern calls carried through the positional Trunk Group in the Route Pattern.

The report uses hourly aggregated Avaya Trunk Group Usage and Route Pattern usage information
stored in NPS under the Avaya IP Telephony Route Patterns and Trunk Group usage reporting
package.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_TG_RP_Usage

4. Click Route_Pattern_Usage. This opens the Route_Pattern_Usage page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports.

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony route pattern usage reports.
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n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_TG_RP_Usage > Trunk_Group_Usage to
view a list of the supported Avaya trunk group usage report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Usage) as the primary metric and the Inbound Calls Carried as the secondary metric with
no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the trunk group usagemetric reports based on the
various combinations of the trunk group usage attribute values available in the accumulated trunk
group usagemetric data. You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that
you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.
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2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that includes the trunk group.
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Attribute Description

Trunk Group Number The trunk group number for the trunk group
used during the selected time period. The
<number> indicates the position or priority of
the trunk group within the list of trunk group
choices for a route pattern.

Trunk Group Type The type of IP Trunk implemented using a
trunk group. The valid values are as follows:

l H323

l SIP

If the trunk group does not implement an
IP trunk, this attribute displays the value Not_
Applicable.

Trunk Group Direction The trunk group direction for the calls. This can
be one of the following:

l Inbound

l Outbound

Trunk Group Access Code The Trunk Group access code used by the
communicationmanager that handled the call.

Number of Trunk GroupMembers The number of trunk groupmembers in the
selected trunk group.

Queue Size The call queue size for the trunk group.

IP Trunk Type Indicates the IP trunk type implemented using
a trunk group. The valid values for the IP trunk
type can be H323 or SIP. If the trunk group
does not implement an IP trunk, then the value
is displayed as Not_Applicable.

Custom Info The custom information configured for the
trunk group. at the position indicated by the
position number. For example, this can be one
of the following:

l LEC

l LD

l 911

Note: Make sure that you edit the topology
detail form view for the trunk group to include
meaningful custom information. This allows
you to filter the reports based on the custom
information easily.
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Attribute Description

SGUUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the communications manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has elapsed on the
network.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the trunk group usagemetrics or the trunk group usage
attribute distinct count, based on which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Usage The usage time of the trunk group in centum call seconds.

1Inbound Calls Carried The inbound calls carried by the trunk group.

1Outbound Calls Carried The outbound calls carried by the trunk group.

1Calls Offered The calls offered by the trunk group.

1Outbound Calls Blocked in Percentage The percentage of the outbound calls blocked by the trunk
group.

1Times ATB in Percentage The percentage of the All Trunks Busy time.
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Metric Description

1GroupOverflow Calls The group overflow calls for the trunk group.

1QueueOverflow Calls The overflow calls in queue for the trunk group.

1Queue Abandoned Calls The abandoned calls in queue for the trunk group.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

l P.01GoS Summary

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected trunk group usagemetrics on a chart at each display grain interval
within the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of
aggregatedmetric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time.
Based on your requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the
data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.
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3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 163to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 166 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. To change themetric to sample
count, select theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clicking
Options.

You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value of the call
metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 163to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 166 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the trunk group usagemetric, this report ranks the
trunk group usage attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of
the trunk group usagemetric. This report includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified
trunk group usage attribute. The report displays the rank of the trunk group usage attribute value
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along with the trunk group usagemetric value and the percentage of the trunk group usagemetric
value with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using
theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis. You can use this report to identify the trunk group usage attribute values that had
occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for
the call attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the trunk group usagemetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of trunk group usage attributes and ranks these
groups of trunk group usage attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from
the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of the trunk group usagemetric for the previous time frame and the current
time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your
requirement, you can select a trunk group usagemetric, specify the trunk group usage attribute to
group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute values, and
specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional trunk group

usage attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Note:As this report compares the variations in the call metric values for two consecutive time
frames, youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible
from the Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and
displays the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two trunk
group usagemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month. You can select theUntil Now option from the Time Range
drop-down list to see the call data for the past 70 days, based on the duration for which the iSPI for
IP Telephony has been processing the trunk group usage data and sharing this data with the NPS.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 163to be applied on the
report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 166 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 trunk group usage instances based on theUsagemetric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of in-service trunks
on your network. You can select the number of trunk activities you want the report to display from
the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Group Usage
Reports" on page 163 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
151 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

P.01 Grade of Service Summary Report

This report lets you do Avaya Trunk Set usage and call routing capacity planning by generating the
usage summary for a selected set of Avaya Trunk Sets. This report is applicable only for the Trunk
Sets that reference channelized interfaces such as T1/E1 PRIs. The referenced channels are also
known as Trunk Set Members. This report captures a summary of usage for any such selected set
of Trunk Sets along with summary of usage for each Trunk Set in the set.

The final result for the set and each Trunk Group in the set also includes an indicator for the Grade
of Service for the set as well as each Trunk Group in the set. This indicator is expressed as a
percentage of the P.01GradeOf Service for the number of channels in the set of Trunk Groups for
the set. The compliance indicator is reported for each Trunk Group in the selected set as well.

The P.01Grade of Service indicates, for a given number of channels in a logical bundle, the Busy
Hour Traffic (BHT) that the set representing the logical bundle can sustain with a 0.01% blockage.

The report uses hourly aggregated Avaya Trunk Group Usage information stored in NPS under
Avaya IP Telephony Route Patterns and Trunk Group usage reporting package to arrive at the
conclusions.

For each Trunk Group in the set, the report first determines the, Total Usage, Total Calls, busiest
hour calls offered to the Trunk Group and the Average Usage per call. The Busiest Hour Traffic
(BHT) is than determined by multiplying Busiest Hour Calls offered and Average Usage per Call.
The BHT determined is compared against the P.01GoS BHT for the number of channels/trunk-
members in the Trunk Group and the comparison is expressed as a percentage and indicates the
compliance to P.01GoS Standards.

The report performs similar calculations for the set as a set of Trunk Groups is a larger logical
bundle of set of channels/trunk-members. The Total Usage, Total Calls, busiest hour calls offered
to the set and the Average Usage per call is determined for the complete set of Trunk Groups in the
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set. The busiest hour calls offered to the set and the Average Usage for a call are for the set. This is
not the sum of the same parameters across the Trunk Groups in the set. The Busiest Hour Traffic
(BHT) is than determined by multiplying Busiest Hour Calls offered and Average Usage per
Call.The BHT is compared against the P.01GoS BHT for the total number of channels/trunk-
members in the set and the comparison is expressed as a percentage and indicates the compliance
to P.01GoS Standards. The total number of channels in a set is the sum of number channels/trunk-
members for all the Trunk Groups in the set.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_TG_RP_Usage

4. Click Trunk_Group_Usage. This opens the Trunk_Group_Usage page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony trunk Group Usage reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.
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9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya IPT Trunk Activity extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the trunk activity on your network. You can generate reports
based on the trunk activity attributes such as the trunk group name, the trunk group number, and so
on, and the trunk group quality metrics such as the number of in-service trunks, the number of
active trunks, and so on. See the section SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about
themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya IP Telephony Trunk
Activity Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya IP Telephony
Trunk Activity reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Enable Avaya reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP
Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Avaya
Reporting > Enabling Trunk Activity Reports section for additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Avaya IPT Trunk Activity extension pack.
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Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_IPT_Trunk_Activity > Trunk_Activity to view a list
of the supported Avaya trunk activity report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Number of In-Service Trunks) as the primary metric and theNumber of Active Trunks as
the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours
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o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific
interval or disable the auto refresh feature for the report.

4. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the trunk activity attribute values available in the accumulated trunk activity metric data. You can
use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.
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o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the trunk
activity.

Attribute Description

Communications Manager IP Address The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that includes the trunk group.

Trunk Group Name The name of the trunk group for which you
want to filter the trunk activity to generate
reports.

Trunk Group Number The trunk group number for which you want to
filter the trunk group activity.

Number of Trunk Members The number of trunk groupmembers in the
selected trunk group.

SGUUID The security group associated with the
CommunicationManager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.
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To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Number of In-Service Trunks The number of In-service trunks.

1Number of Active Trunks The number of active trunks..

1Number of Out Service Trunks The number of out-of-service trunks.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Calendar

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Most Changed

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 177to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 178 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 177to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 178 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the trunk activity attributes and the trunk activity metric, this report
ranks the trunk activity attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values
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of the trunk activity metric. This report includes all the trunk activities that had a variation for the
specified attribute. The report displays the rank of the attribute value along with themetric value and
the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement,
you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology
Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that
had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled
data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest mmetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest mmetric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of trunk activity attributes and ranks these groups of trunk activity attributes
based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed
values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the trunk
activity metric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and
the percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a trunk activity
metric, specify the trunk activity attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report
only for certain trunk activity attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the
report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two trunk
activity metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 177to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 178 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 trunk activities based on theNumber of In-Service
Trunksmetric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of
in-service trunks on your network. You can select the number of trunk activities you want the report
to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony Trunk Activity Reports"
on page 176 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
176 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_IPT_Trunk_Activity

4. Click Trunk_Activity. This opens the Trunk_Activity page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports.

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.
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9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Avaya IP Telephony RTP Session Metrics Reports
The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Avaya RTP SessionMetrics extension pack. You can
use this extension pack to generate reports for the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) sessions on
your IP telephoy network. You can generate reports based on the RTP session attributes such as
CName (Canonical Name), the peer CName, and so on, and the RTP session quality metrics such
as the session duration, the averageMOS, and so on. See the sections Call Metric under
SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about themetrics you can specify to generate
reports.

See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more information about the attributes you can
specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report formats to view specific metric details
across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis to assist you better in taking decisions
for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

The extension pack retains the detailed data and the summary data in the Network Performance
Server (NPS) for a period of 32 days.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

l Recent Sessions

Prerequisites to Enable Avaya RTP Session Metrics
Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Avaya RTP session
metrics reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.
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l Configure the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from the Avaya
Communications Manager. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Avaya
> Configuring RTCP: Reception section for additional information.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports provided
by the Avaya RTP SessionMetrics extension pack.

Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP Session Metrics
Reports

To access the Avaya IP Telephony RTP Session Metrics reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar.
This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click theAvaya IP Telephony > Avaya_RTP_Session_Metrics > Participant_Reception_
Metrics to view a list of the supported RTP sessionmetrics report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Session Duration) as the primary metric and theAvg. MOS as the secondary metric with no
Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes
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o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the RTP sessionmetric reports based on the various
combinations of the RTP session attribute values available in the accumulated RTP sessionmetric
data. You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
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options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the
RTP sessions.

Attribute Description

CommunicationManager IP Address The IP address of the communicationmanager
on which the RTP end point with the
RTP CNAME is either configured as a station
for IP phones or is the IP address of the
communicationmanager which uses the
RTP end point for H248media gateways or
MedPros with CNAME being the CNAME in
the report fir establishing the call.

CNAME The IP address of the Communication
Manager server that handled the call.

Peer CNAME The access code dialed for calls outbound
from the communicationmanager that handled
the calls.

SGUUID The Trunk Group Access Code (TAC) of the
outbound trunk group used by the
communicationmanager that handled the
outbound routing of the call.

Note: Do not use this attribute to filter or group
your reports. This is an internal attribute used
for row-level security of user roles.
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Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the RTP session attribute values in theSelection list. The list of
attribute values are displayed based on all the RTP sessionmetric records available in the
database at a given point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a RTP session,
make sure that an hour has elapsed on the network after the completion of the RTP session.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific RTP session attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click
theSearch and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

Session Duration The duration of the RTP session.

Avg. MOS The averageMOS for the RTP sessions during the time frame
specified.

Avg. Jitter The average jitter for the RTP sessions during the time frame
specified.

Avg. Delay The average delay for the RTP sessions during the time frame
specified.

Avg. Packet Loss The average packet loss for the RTP sessions during the time
frame specified.

Do not select the averagemeasure of thesemetrics to generate a report. You can select the
miimum andmaximummeasures of thesemetrics. To use the averagemeasure, select the
followingmetrics:

l Duration (secs) (avg)

l Average Delay (millis) (avg)

l Average Jitter (millis) (avg)
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l AverageMOS (avg)

l Average Packet Loss Rate (avg)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

l Recent Sessions

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected RTP sessionmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within
the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 188to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected RTP sessionmetric in a color-coded tabular
format. The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The
report also displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify
the color code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your
requirement, you can select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified
time frame. By default, the Heat Chart report displays the data for all RTP sessions from the last 31
days, for all days of the week, for all hours of the day with no topology filter selected. Theminimum
time range for this report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample count, select theSample
Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clickingOptions.

You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the raw value of the call
metric for the specific hour.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 188to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 190 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the RTP session attributes and the RTP sessionmetric, this report
ranks the RTP session attribute values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values
of the RTP sessionmetric. This report includes all the RTP sessions that had a variation for the
specified RTP session attribute. The report displays the rank of the RTP session attribute value
along with the RTP sessionmetric value and the percentage of the RTP sessionl metric value with
respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the RTP session attribute values that had occurrences at the
extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the RTP session
attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the RTP sessions.
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For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list .

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.
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n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the RTP sessionmetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of RTP session attributes and ranks these groups
of RTP session attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the
attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report
displays the value of the RTP sessionmetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame
along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement,
you can select an RTP sessionmetric, specify the RTP session attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain RTP session attribute values, and specify the time
range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
RTP sessionmetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this
report displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 188to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 190 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 RTP sessions based on theSession Duration (secs)
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the number of
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RTP sessions on your network. You can select the number of RTP sessions you want the report to
display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Recent Sessions Report

This report by default, displays the recent two RTP sessions on the network. You can select the
number of RTP sessions you want the report to display from the options provided by the report
template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Avaya IP Telephony RTP SessionMetrics
Reports" on page 187 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
187 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Avaya IP Telephony.

3. Click Avaya_RTP_Session_Metrics

4. Click Participant_Reception_Metrics. This opens the Participant ReceptionMetrics page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Top N Chart

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.
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n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Avaya
IP Telephony Processor Occupancy reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.
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Cisco IP Telephony Reports
The Network NodeManager iSPI for IP Telephony Software provides you with the following
extension packs to view and analyze the performance data of the Cisco IP telephony environment:

l Cisco_IPT_Calls_By_Details

l Cisco_IPT_Calls_By_GWs

l Cisco_IPT_Calls_By_IP_Trunks

l Cisco_IPT_Calls_Terminations_Type

l Cisco_IPT_GW_BChannel_Activity

l Cisco_IPT_GW_Call_Activity

l Cisco_IPT_Media_Resources

l Cisco_IPT_IPT_TFTP

l Cisco_IPT_UCM_Call_Activity

l Cisco_IPT_UCM_System_Health

l Cisco_IPT_UCOS_Services

l Cisco_IPT_VM_Systems

Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IP Telephony CDR extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the call count (Sample Count), the call duration, and the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, the number of packets lost, theMOS listening quality K-
factor, and so on) for the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager clusters deployed on your
network. See the sections Call Metric andCall Quality Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports
for more information about themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

You can use this extension pack to report on themultiple dimensions (attributes) of a call. The
extension pack retains the data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a short period of time
(32 days). You can use the data for short-term operational reporting and run the reports once a
month. You can use the reports for further analysis using custom tools.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the of the calls, such as the ID of the
cluster that handled the call, the name of the call manager that handled the call, the calling party
number, the called party number, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more
information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report
formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis
to assist you better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:
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l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Managed Inventory

l Recent Calls

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco CDR Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco IP Telephony
CDR reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony. If you have installed the
iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics, make sure that you
enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony only after installing the iSPI Performance for
Metrics in your deployment environment.

2. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from each Cisco Unified
CommunicationManager cluster in your network. for which you want to view the reports on call
metrics. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators >
Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Cisco section for additional
information.

3. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable collection of Cisco AXL API exposed
configuration data from each of the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager clusters in your
network for which you want to view the reports on call metrics. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure
Data Access for Cisco section for additional information.

4. Enable Cisco CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for
IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Cisco
CDR Reporting section for additional information.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports
provided by the Cisco IP Telephony CDR extension pack.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports
To access the Cisco IP Telephony CDR reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.
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3. Click theCisco IP Telephony > Call Details > Duration Volume By Details or theHourly
Usage Volume By Details option to view a list of the supported Cisco CDR Report formats.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNM iSPI Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.
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4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying the Hour of the Day and the Day of the Week

You can specify the hour of the day and the day of the week for which you want to generate the
report from the Hour / Day Filtersworkspace on the left panel of the NNM iSPI Performance page.
You can select the required hours and the required days from the appropriate boxes and click
Submit. You can select multiple values by pressing the Shift key or the Control (Ctrl) key.

The iSPI for IP Telephony marks the call metric data with a universal time stamp known as
seconds since epoch, which directly reflects the Universal timestamp (in seconds since epoch) on
the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server that logged the call. The Network Performance
Server (NPS) converts this timestamp into the local time as defined by the location of the NPS. If
the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server that logged the call is in a different time zone
when compared to the time zone of the NPS or the iSPI for IP Telephony, the NPS data will not be
in synchronization with the local time of the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server.

Note that when you generate the reports, the NPS converts the time the call was handled by the
Cisco Unified Communications Manager server to the local time on the NPS. The reports display
this converted time and not the time the call was handled by the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager server.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the call metric reports based on the various
combinations of the call attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example,
you can specify the topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Call
Manager Name, Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on. You can use the Topology
Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
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o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the
keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID The unique identifier or name of
the cluster that handled the call.

Call Manager Name The name of the call manager
that handled the call.

Call Manager IP Address The IP address of the call
manager that handled the call.

Calling Party Number The number of the party from
where the call originated.

Called Party Number The number of the party to which
the call was made.

OutboundGateway IP Address The IP address of the gateway
through which the call was
routed by that cluster that
handled the call.

InboundGateway IP Address The IP address of the gateway
through which the call reached
the cluster that handled the call.
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Attribute Description

OutboundGateway Name The name of the Voice Gateway
through which the call was
routed out of the Cluster that
handled the call. This can be the
name of the Voice Gateway
Endpoint (configured on the Call
Manager) or the name of the
interface in case of anMGCP or
SCCP.

InboundGateway Name The name of the Voice Gateway
through which the call reached
the Cluster that handled the call.
This can be the name of the
Voice Gateway Endpoint
(configured on the Call Manager)
or the name of the interface in
case of anMGCP or SCCP.

Outbound ICT Remote Cluster ID The ID of the remote cluster to
which the call was routed by the
Cluster that handled the call.

Inbound ICT Remote Cluster ID The ID of the remote cluster from
which the call reached the
Cluster that handled the call.

Outbound ICT Name The name of the Inter Cluster
Trunk through which the call was
routed out of the Cluster that
handled the call.

Inbound ICT Name The name of the Inter Cluster
Trunk through which the call
reached the Cluster that handled
the call.

Terminating Party The party that terminated the
call. You can select any of the
following options to filter the
information:

l Destination Party

l Originating Party
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Attribute Description

Termination Reason The reason for termination of the
call. You can select the following
option to filter the information:
Normal Call Clearing

Call Classification Classifies the call being reported
based on the Cluster that
handled the call. Possible values
are as follows:

l InboundGateway

l OutboundGateway

l Originating and Terminating
via Gateway

l Inbound Inter Cluster IP
Trunk

l Inbound Inter-Cluster IP
Trunk-OutboundGateway

l Outbound Inter-Cluster IP
Trunk

l InboundGateway-Outbound
Inter-Cluster IP Trunk

l Originating and Terminating
via Inter-Cluster IP Trunk

l Intra-Cluster IP to IP Call

Calling Party Location Specifies the location of the
party from where the call
originated.

Calling Party Site Code Specifies the site code
configured for the party from
where the call originated.

Calling Party Mail-Code Specifies themail code
configured for the party from
where the call originated.

Called Party Location Specifies location of the party to
which the call was made.

Called Party Site Code Specifies site code configured
for the party to which the call
was made.

Called Party Mail-Code Specifies mail code configured
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Attribute Description

for the party to which the call
was made.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group
associated with the Call
Manager.

Note: Do not use this attribute to
filter or group your reports. This
is an internal attribute used for
row-level security of user roles.

Youmust specify meaningful values for the Location, Site Code, and theMail-Code attributes for
the calling party and the called party if you want to filter the report based on these attributes. You
can use the Topology Details Form view tomake these changes. The iSPI for IP Telephony does
not populate these fields during the automatic discovery.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details:

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to view reports based on the call detail records collected and
processed by the iSPI for IP Telephony. You can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager IP Address, the inbound gateway name,
the inbound gateway IP address, and so on ) that were involved in the call.

You can also view reports for the hourly usage of IP telephony entities throughout the duration of a
call that might span across hours. You can also view reports for the volume of calls in progress and
the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in the calls in progress.

The extension pack provides the reports in the following folders:

l Duration Volume By Details

l Hourly Usage Volume By Details

Duration Volume Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
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entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager IP Address, the inbound gateway name,
the inbound gateway IP address, and so on ) that were involved in the call. The iSPI for
IP Telephony provides the following report templates under this folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Recent Calls

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see the call metrics, the call quality metrics, and the distinct count of call attributes
that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Duration (secs) The duration of the call in seconds.

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of calls.

Quality Metric Description

1Jitter in Originating
Leg

The jitter in the originating leg.for the call in milliseconds.

1Latency in Originating
Leg

The latency in the originating leg.for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Originating Leg

The number of packets lost in the originating leg for the call.

1Jitter in Destination
Leg

The jitter in the destination leg for the call.
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Metric Description

1Latency in Destination
Leg

The latency in the destination leg for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Destination Leg

The number of packets lost in the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Destination Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Originating Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the originating leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Min in
Destination Leg

Theminumum K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Min in
Originating Leg

Theminimum K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the originating leg for the call.

1Do not select the averagemeasure of thesemetrics to generate a report. You can select the
miimum andmaximummeasures of thesemetrics. To use the averagemeasure, select the
followingmetrics:

l Call Duration (secs) (avg)

l Jitter in Dest Leg (millis) (avg)

l Jitter in Orig Leg (millis) (avg)

l Latency in Dest Leg (millis) (avg)

l Latency in Orig Leg (millis) (avg)

l MOS LQK-Factor Average in Dest Leg (avg)

l MOS LQK-Factor Average in Orig Leg (avg)

l MOS LQK-Factor Minimum in Dest Leg (avg)

l MOS LQK-Factor Minimum in Orig Leg (avg)

l Packets Lost in Dest Leg (avg)

l Packets Lost in Orig Leg (avg)

l Packet Loss Pct in Dest Leg (avg)

l Packet Loss Pct in Orig Leg (avg)

Youmust specify meaningful values for the Location, Site Code, and theMail-Code attributes for
the calling party and the called party if you want to filter the report based on these attributes. You
can use the Topology Details Form view tomake these changes. The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony
does not populate these fields during the automatic discovery.
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Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theCall Duration (avg) as
the secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the trend for the Hourly Call Attempts (HCA) and the Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)
along with the average duration for every hour.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 207 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. By default,
the Heat Chart report displays the data for all calls from the last 31 days, for all days of the week,
for all hours of the day, theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as the call metric, and with no topology filter
selected. Theminimum time range for this report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample
count, select theSample Count (sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clicking
Options.

For example, if you want to identify the hour of themonth, week, or day when the number of call
attempts were the highest, you can select theSample Count as themetric and set the time control
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options to the default values for this report as discussed in the previous paragraph and then
generate the report. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the
raw value of the call metric for the specific hour.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 207 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Sample Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a call metric. For
example, if you select the call count (Sample Count (sum)) metric to generate the Heat Chart
report, you can use the report to identify the following instances on your IP Telephony network:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high) such as the Busy Hour Call
Attempts (BHCA) that affected the results for one day.

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Verify that a high call volume or call duration condition returned to normal after a period of time.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes.
You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Cluster ID
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To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
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N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Recent Calls Report

This report by default, displays two of themost recent calls on the network.You can select the
number of calls you want the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch the Recent Calls report, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Specify the number of calls to be displayed in the report,

5. Select the topology filter to be applied to filter the report.

6. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
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n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the clusters in your
deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and select theCluster
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ID call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down list and select theSample Count (sum) call
metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select an appropriate time frame over which the call
volume variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Cluster ID call attribute. You can select multiple call

attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon displays another drop-
down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute drop-down lists

displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Note:As this report compares the variations in the call metric values for two consecutive time
frames, youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible
from the Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and
displays the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month. You can select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down
list to see the call data for the past 70 days, based on the duration for which the iSPI for
IP Telephony has been processing the CDR data and sharing this data with the NPS.
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For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 207 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCall Duration (secs)metric. You can
generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on your
network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_IPT_CDR_Collection

3. Click CiscoIPTCDRMetrics. This opens the CiscoIPTCDRMetrics page.
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4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Peak Period

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Hourly Usage Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view reports for the hourly usage of IP
telephony entities throughout the duration of a call that might span across hours. You can also view
reports for the volume of calls in progress and the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in
the calls in progress. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the following report templates under this
folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see the call metrics, the call quality metrics, and the distinct count of call attributes
that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Hourly Usage
(Erlangs)

The hourly usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs
during the duration of the call.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the calls in progress.

1Do not select the averagemeasure of this metric to generate a report. You can select themiimum
andmaximummeasures of this metric. To use the averagemeasure, select the followingmetric:

Usage (Erlangs)

Youmust specify meaningful values for the Location, Site Code, and theMail-Code attributes for
the calling party and the called party if you want to filter the report based on these attributes. You
can use the Topology Details Form view tomake these changes. The iSPI for IP Telephony does
not populate these fields during the automatic discovery.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theHourly Usage as the
secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the number of calls in progress for the specific hour and the usage of the associated IP
telephony entities during the hour.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame. By default,
the Heat Chart report displays the data for all calls from the last 31 days, for all days of the week
and for all hours of the day.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the calls
that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank of the attribute value
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along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the values
listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the
topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute values, and specify the time range
before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Note:As this report compares the variations in themetric values for two consecutive time frames,
youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible from the
Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and displays
the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month. You can select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down
list to see the data for the past 70 days, based on the duration for which the iSPI for IP Telephony
has been processing the CDR data and sharing this data with the NPS.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 202 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 217 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 hours based on theUsage (Erlangs) (avg)metric. You
can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on
your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony CDR Reports" on page
200 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
201 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Gateway Calls extension pack. You can use this extension
pack to generate reports for the cluster ID, direction, gateway name, and so on for the Cisco
Gateways deployed on your network. See the sections Call Metric andCall Quality Metric under
SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about themetrics you can specify to generate
reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. You can use this extension pack
for capacity planning.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the of the calls, such as the ID of the
cluster that handled the call, the name of the call manager that handled the call, the calling party
number, the called party number, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more
information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report
formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis
to assist you better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco Gateway Calls Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco Gateway call
reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics/NPS) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony. If
you have installed the iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the iSPI Performance for
Metrics/NPS, make sure that you enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony only after
installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS in your deployment environment.

2. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from each Cisco Unified
CommunicationManager cluster in your network. for which you want to view the reports on call
metrics. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators >
Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Cisco section for additional
information.
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3. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable collection of Cisco AXL API exposed
configuration data from each of the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager clusters in your
network for which you want to view the reports on call metrics. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure
Data Access for Cisco section for additional information.

4. Enable Cisco CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for
IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Cisco
CDR Reporting section for additional information.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports
provided by the Cisco Gateway Calls extension pack.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls
Reports

To access the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Gateway Calls > Gateway_Calls to see a list of reports you can
launch for the Cisco gateway calls.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Period Length (secs) (sum)) as the primary metric and theCall Duration (secs) (avg) as
the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.
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n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data. For example, you can specify the
topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Call Manager Name,
Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on. You can use the Topology Filter page to
specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).
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n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Gateway Attribute Description

Cluster ID The unique identifier or name of
the cluster that handled the call.

Call Manager Name The name of the call manager
that handled the call.

Gateway Name The name of the Voice Gateway
through which the call was
routed out of the Cluster that
handled the call. This can be the
name of the Voice Gateway
Endpoint (configured on the Call
Manager) or the name of the
interface in case of anMGCP or
SCCP.

Custom Info The custom information
configured for the gateway. This
can be as follows:
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Gateway Attribute Description

l LD

l LEC

l 911

Number of B-Channels The number of B-channels
included in the gateway.

Direction The direction of the call. This
signifies if the call is inbound or
outbound.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details:

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time. To select the specific attribute values, make sure that an hour has elapsed on the network
after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to view reports based on the call detail records collected and
processed by the iSPI for IP Telephony. You can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the gateway name, the number of B-Channels, and so on
) that were involved in the call.

You can also view reports for the hourly usage of IP telephony entities throughout the duration of a
call that might span across hours. You can also view reports for the volume of calls in progress and
the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in the calls in progress.

The extension pack provides the reports in the following folders:

l Duration Volume By Details

l Hourly Usage Volume By Details

Duration Volume Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager IP Address, the gateway name, the
number of B-Channels, and so on ) that were involved in the call. The iSPI for IP Telephony
provides the following report templates under this folder:
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l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

l Blocked Calls Percentage

l P.01GoS Summary

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see the call metrics, the call quality metrics, and the distinct count of call attributes
that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Call Duration The call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sample count of the hourly data records stored in the Network
Performance Server (NPS).

1Jitter in Originating
Leg

The jitter in the originating leg.for the call in milliseconds.

1Latency in Originating
Leg

The latency in the originating leg.for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Originating Leg

The number of packets lost in the originating leg for the call.

1Jitter in Destination
Leg

The jitter in the destination leg for the call.

1Latency in Destination
Leg

The latency in the destination leg for the call.
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Metric Description

1Number of Packets
Lost in Destination Leg

The number of packets lost in the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Destination Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Originating Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the originating leg for the call.

Duration (secs) The duration of the call in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to generate a
report. You can select the average value for the Call Durationmetric.
You can however select theminimum andmaximum options for this
metric to generate reports.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the cluster ID that handled the call.

Call Manager Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Call Manager Name that handled the call.

Gateway Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Name that handled the call.

Custom Info
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Custom Info configured for the gateway.

Number of B-Channels
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the number of B-channels included in the
gateway.

Direction
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the direction of the call.

SGUUID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the UUID of the security group associated with
the gateway.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values for
the attributes. For example, if you select the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) metric, and three
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distinct calling parties hadmade during the time specified, the report lists the value for the Calling
Party Number (countDistinct) as 3.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theCall Duration (avg) as
the secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the trend for the Hourly Call Attempts (HCA) and the Busy Hour Call Attempts (BHCA)
along with the average duration for every hour.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 228 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 228 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the that
had a variation for the specified attribute. The report displays the rank of the attribute value along
with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the values listed.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology
filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the
attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate
historical sampled data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall volume variation for all the clusters in your
deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and select theCluster
ID attribute from theGrouping By drop-down list and select theSample Count (sum) metric from
theMetric: drop-down list. You can select an appropriate time frame over which the volume
variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Cluster ID attribute. You can select multiple attributes by

clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of
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the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-down lists displayed clicking the

Remove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Note:As this report compares the variations in themetric values for two consecutive time frames,
youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible from the
Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and displays
the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.
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Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 228 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Blocked Calls Percentage Report

This report lets you do gateway usage and call routing capacity planning by generating the
estimates for the Blocked Calls Percentages for each gateway during the Busiest Hour or Busiest
Day. This report is applicable only for the Gateway devices that are channelized such as T1/E1
PRIs.

The report uses hourly aggregated Cisco CDR reported call information stored in NPS under Cisco
IP Telephony Gateway Calls reporting packages.

For each gateway device in the set, the report first determines the Busiest Hour Calls carried, the
busiest hour and the estimated number of Calls offered during the Busiest Hour. The report
determines the estimated calls offered during the busiest hour by calculating a fraction of total Calls
Carried in the day of the busiest hour. The report uses the fractional multiplier 14% by default. You
can configure this value before generating the report. After estimating the busiest hour calls offered,
the report estimates the percentage of offered calls that was blocked in the busiest hour. This is
calculated by determining the difference between the estimated calls offered and calls carried
during the busiest hour.

You can do a similar analysis for estimating the blocked calls percentage during the busiest day by
selecting the Day as the option in the report options. While estimating the busiest day blocked calls
percentage, the report first determines the Busiest day Calls carried, the busiest day, and the
estimated number of Calls offered during the Busiest day. The report calculates the estimated calls
offered during the busiest day by calculating a fraction of total Calls Carried in the week of the
busiest day. The report uses the fractional multiplier 14% by default. You can configure this value
before generating the report. After estimating the busiest day calls offered, the report estimates the
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percentage of offered calls blocked in the busiest day. This is calculated by determining the
difference between the estimated calls offered and calls carried during the busiest day.

P.01 GoS Summary Report

This report helps you do gateway usage and call routing capacity planning by generating the usage
summary for a selected group of Cisco Voice gateway devices. This report is applicable only for the
Gateway devices that are channelized, such as T1/E1 PRIs. This report displays a summary of the
usage for any selected group as a logical bundle of channels along with the summary of the usage
for each gateway device referenced by the group.

The report displays the final result for the group and each gateway in the group and also includes an
indicator of the Grade of Service for the set as well as for eachGateway device in the set. This
indicator indicates a percent of P.01 GradeOf Service for the number of channels in the set of
Gateways for the group. the report displays the compliance indicator for eachGateway device in
the selected group.

The P.01Grade of Service indicates, for a given number of channels in a logical bundle, the Busy
Hour Traffic (BHT) that the set representing the logical bundle can sustain with 0.01% blockage.

The report uses hourly aggregated Cisco CDR reported call information stored in NPS under the
Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls reporting package to arrive at the conclusions.

For each gateway device in the set, the report first determines the Total calls, the Average Duration
for a call and the Busiest Day Calls carried by the gateway during the selected time period. The
report then estimates the Busiest Hour Calls offered to the gateway by calculating a fraction of the
Busiest Day Calls carried by the gateway. The report uses 14% as the fractional multiplier by
default. You can configure this before generating the report. After estimating the Busiest Hour Calls
offered, the report calculates the Busiest Hour Traffic (BHT) as the result of Busiest Hour Calls
offeredmultiplied by the Average Duration for a Call. The report then compares the BHT against the
P.01GoS BHT for the number of channels in the gateway device. The report displays the
comparison as a percentage and indicates the compliance of this percentage with P.01GoS
standards.

This report performs similar calculations for the gateway group and treats the set of channels as a
logical bundle of channels. This time the report determines the Total Calls, the Average Duration for
a call, and the Busiest Day Calls carried for the complete set of gateways in the group. The report
calculates the Average Duration for a call and the Busiest Day Calls carried for the set of channels.
This calculation is not a sum of the same parameters for all the gateways. The report then
estimates the Busiest Hour Calls offered to the group by calculating a fraction of the Busiest Day
Calls carried. The report uses 14% as the fractional multiplier by default. You can configure this
before generating the report. After estimating the Busiest Hour Calls offered, the report calculates
the Busiest Hour Traffic (BHT) as the result of Busiest Hour Calls offeredmultiplied by the Average
Duration for a Call. The report then compares the BHT against the P.01GoS BHT for the total
number of channels in the group. The report displays the comparison as a percentage and indicates
the compliance of this percentage with P.01GoS standards. The total number of channels in a
group is the sum of number channels for all the gateways in the group.

Note: You can select the option to generate the report based on the inbound calls carried, the
outbound calls carried, or both from the options provided for the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on thePeriod Length (secs) (sum)metric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls
on your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Gateway Calls

3. Click Gateway_Calls. This opens the Gateway_Calls page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports.

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.
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10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Hourly Usage Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view reports for the hourly usage of IP
telephony entities throughout the duration of a call that might span across hours. You can also view
reports for the volume of calls in progress and the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in
the calls in progress. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the following report templates under this
folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see the call metrics, the call quality metrics, and the distinct count of call attributes
that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Hourly Usage
(Erlangs)

The hourly usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs
during the duration of the call.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the calls in progress.

Usage (Erlangs) The total usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs during
the time frame specified.
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Metric Description

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the cluster ID that handled the call.

Call Manager Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Call Manager Name that handled the call.

Gateway Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Name that handled the call.

Custom Info
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Custom Info configured for the gateway.

Number of B-Channels
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the number of B-channels included in the
gateway.

Direction
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the direction of the call.

SGUUID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the UUID of the security group associated with
the gateway.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values for
the attributes. For example, if you select the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) metric, and three
distinct calling parties hadmade during the time specified, the report lists the value for the Calling
Party Number (countDistinct) as 3.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theHourly Usage as the
secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the number of calls in progress for the specific hour and the usage of the associated IP
telephony entities during the hour.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 238 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 238 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
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code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 225 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 238 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Note:As this report compares the variations in themetric values for two consecutive time frames,
youmust not select theUntil Now option from the Time Range drop-down list accessible from the
Time Controls link for this report. Selecting theUntil Now option results in an error and displays
the followingmessage:

This report does not operate with the current time interval. Please
modify your selection.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 hours based on theUsage (Erlangs) (avg)metric. You
can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on
your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.
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Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the calls
that had a variation for the specified attribute. The report displays the rank of the attribute value
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along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the values
listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the
topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to
identify the attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to
investigate historical sampled data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls Reports"
on page 224 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
224 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.
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n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Cisco IP Telephony IP Trunk Calls Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT IP Trunk Calls extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the IP Trunk calls based on IP trunk call attributes such as
the cluster ID , Direction, the ICT name, and so on. See the sections Call Metric andCall Quality
Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about themetrics you can specify
to generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. You can use this extension pack
for long term capacity planning.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the of the calls, such as the ID of the
cluster that handled the call, the name of the call manager that handled the call, the calling party
number, the called party number, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more
information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report
formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis
to assist you better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco IP Trunk Call Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco IP Trunk call
reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony. If you
have installed the iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics,
make sure that you enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony only after installing the
iSPI Performance for Metrics in your deployment environment.

2. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from each Cisco Unified
CommunicationManager cluster in your network. for which you want to view the reports on call
metrics. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators >
Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Cisco section for additional
information.

3. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable collection of Cisco AXL API exposed
configuration data from each of the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager clusters in your
network for which you want to view the reports on call metrics. See theOnline Help for the
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iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure
Data Access for Cisco section for additional information.

4. Enable Cisco CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for
IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Cisco
CDR Reporting section for additional information.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS is running before opening the reports
provided by the Cisco IPT IP Trunk Calls extension pack.

Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports
To access the Cisco IP Trunk Calls reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_IP_Trunk_Calls > IP_Trunk_Calls to see a list of
reports you can launch for the Cisco IP trunk calls.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Call
Duration (secs) (avg)) as the primary metric and thePeriod Length (secs) (sum) as the
secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes
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o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.
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o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID The unique identifier or name of
the cluster that handled the call.

Cluster Call Manager Name The name of the call manager
that handled the call.

Remote Cluster ID The unique ID of the remote
cluster.

Remote Cluster Call Manager Name The name of the call manager at
the remote cluster.

ICT Name The name of the Inter Cluster
Trunk (ICT) that carried the call.

Direction The direction of the call. This can
be one of the following:

l In

l Out

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details:

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.
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Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to view reports based on the call detail records collected and
processed by the iSPI for IP Telephony. You can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager IP Address, the ICT name, and so on )
that were involved in the call.

You can also view reports for the hourly usage of IP telephony entities throughout the duration of a
call that might span across hours. You can also view reports for the volume of calls in progress and
the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in the calls in progress.

The extension pack provides the reports in the following folders:

l Duration Volume By Details

l Hourly Usage Volume By Details

Duration Volume Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager IP Address, the ICT name, and so on )
that were involved in the call. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the following report templates
under this folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Call Duration The call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of calls.

Duration (secs) The duration of the call in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to generate a
report. You can select the average value for the Call Durationmetric.
You can however select theminimum andmaximum options for this
metric to generate reports.

1Jitter in Originating
Leg

The jitter in the originating leg.for the call in milliseconds.

1Latency in Originating
Leg

The latency in the originating leg.for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Originating Leg

The number of packets lost in the originating leg for the call.

1Jitter in Destination
Leg

The jitter in the destination leg for the call.

1Latency in Destination
Leg

The latency in the destination leg for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Destination Leg

The number of packets lost in the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Destination Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Originating Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the originating leg for the call.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID The distinct count of the Cluster ID, where Cluster ID represents the
name of the call attribute.

Cluster Call Manager
Name

The distinct count of the Cluster Call Manager Name, where Cluster
Call Manager Name represents the name of the call attribute.

Call Manager IP
Address

The distinct count of the Call Manager IP Address, where Call
Manager IP Address represents the name of the call attribute.

ICT Name The distinct count of the ICT Name, where ICT Name represents the
name of the call attribute.
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Metric Description

Direction The distinct count of the Direction, where Direction represents the
name of the call attribute.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 249 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
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code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 249 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of
the attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to
all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify the attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence
levels in the calls.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the clusters in your
deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and select theCluster
ID call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down list and select theSample Count (sum) call
metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select an appropriate time frame over which the call
volume variationmust be analyzed.
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By default, this report groups data by the Cluster ID call attribute. You can select multiple call

attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon displays another drop-
down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute drop-down lists

displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days.

For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.
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Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 249 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCall Duration (secs) (avg)metric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls
on your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco IP Telephony
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3. Click Cisco_IPT_IP_Trunk_Calls

4. Click IP_Trunk_Calls. This opens the IP_Trunk_Calls page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Chart Detail CSV

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Top N Chart

n Most Changed

n Calendar

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Hourly Usage Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view reports for the hourly usage of IP
telephony entities throughout the duration of a call that might span across hours. You can also view
reports for the volume of calls in progress and the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in
the calls in progress. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the following report templates under this
folder:
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l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Hourly Usage
(Erlangs)

The hourly usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs
during the duration of the call.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the calls in progress.

Usage (Erlangs) The total usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs during
the time frame specified.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID The distinct count of the Cluster ID, where Cluster ID represents the
name of the call attribute.

Cluster Call Manager
Name

The distinct count of the Cluster Call Manager Name, where Cluster
Call Manager Name represents the name of the call attribute.

Call Manager IP
Address

The distinct count of the Call Manager IP Address, where Call
Manager IP Address represents the name of the call attribute.

ICT Name The distinct count of the ICT Name, where ICT Name represents the
name of the call attribute.
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Metric Description

Direction The distinct count of the Direction, where Direction represents the
name of the call attribute.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theHourly Usage as the
secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the number of calls in progress for the specific hour and the usage of the associated IP
telephony entities during the hour.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days.
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To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 258 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 247 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 258 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.
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You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 hours based on theUsage (Erlangs) (avg)metric.. You
can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on
your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.
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To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
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N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of
the attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to
all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify the attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence
levels in the calls.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Trunk Calls Reports" on page 246 to
launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
246 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and Termination
Reasons Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT Calls Termination Types extension pack. You
can use this extension pack to generate reports based on the call types and call termination
reasons. You can select the Cluster ID, Call Types, and Termination Reasons for the Cisco Unified
CommunicationManager clusters deployed on your network. See the sections Call Metric andCall
Quality Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more information about themetrics you can
specify to generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 400 days. You can use this extension pack
for capacity planning.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the of the calls, such as the ID of the
cluster that handled the call, the name of the call manager that handled the call, the calling party
number, the called party number, and so on. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more
information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report
formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis
to assist you better in taking decisions for your IP Telephony infrastructure.

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Call Types and
Termination Reasons reporting:
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1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony. If you have installed the
iSPI for IP Telephony before installing the iSPI Performance for Metrics/NPS, make sure that
you enable CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony only after installing the
iSPI Performance for Metrics in your deployment environment.

2. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable CDR data collection from each Cisco Unified
CommunicationManager cluster in your network. for which you want to view the reports on call
metrics. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators >
Configure Data Access > Configure Data Access for Cisco section for additional
information.

3. Configure the iSPI for IP Telephony to enable collection of Cisco AXL API exposed
configuration data from each of the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager clusters in your
network for which you want to view the reports on call metrics. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Configure Data Access > Configure
Data Access for Cisco section for additional information.

4. Enable Cisco CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for
IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Configure Cisco
CDR Reporting section for additional information.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IPT Calls Termination Types extension pack.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports

To access the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Call Types and Termination Reasons > Termination_
Reasons_and_Types to see a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics (Call
Duration (secs) (avg)) as the primary metric and thePeriod Length (secs) (sum) as the
secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the call metric reports based on the various
combinations of the call attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example,
you can specify the topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Call
Manager Name, Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on. You can use the Topology
Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:
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1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID The unique identifier or name of the cluster that handled
the call.

Cluster Call Manager Name The name of the call manager that handled the call..

Duration (secs) The duration of the call in seconds.

Note: Do not select the average value of this metric to
generate a report. You can select the average value for
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Attribute Description

the Call Durationmetric. You can however select the
minimum andmaximum options for this metric to
generate reports.

Call Type The type of the call. You can select one of the following
options:

l Inbound

l Outbound

Terminating Party The party that terminated the call. You can select any
of the following options to filter the information:

l Destination Party

l Originating Party

Terminating Reason The reason for termination of the call. You can select
the following option to filter the information: Normal Call
Clearing.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details:

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to view reports based on the call detail records collected and
processed by the iSPI for IP Telephony. You can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the terminating party, the terminating reason, and so on )
that were involved in the call.

You can also view reports for the hourly usage of IP telephony entities throughout the duration of a
call that might span across hours. You can also view reports for the volume of calls in progress and
the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in the calls in progress.

The extension pack provides the reports in the following folders:

l Duration Volume By Details

l Hourly Usage Volume By Details
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Duration Volume Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view the call duration reports based on the call
quality metrics (such as jitter, latency, MOS, and so on) and the attributes of the IP telephony
entities (such as the Call Manager name, the Call Manager name, the terminating party, the
terminating reason, and so on ) that were involved in the call. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides
the following report templates under this folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Call Duration The call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of calls.

1Jitter in Originating
Leg

The jitter in the originating leg.for the call in milliseconds.

1Latency in Originating
Leg

The latency in the originating leg.for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Originating Leg

The number of packets lost in the originating leg for the call.
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Metric Description

1Jitter in Destination
Leg

The jitter in the destination leg for the call.

1Latency in Destination
Leg

The latency in the destination leg for the call.

1Number of Packets
Lost in Destination Leg

The number of packets lost in the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Destination Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the destination leg for the call.

1MOS Listening Quality
K-Factor Average in
Originating Leg

The average K-factor MeanOpinion Score (MOS) for listening quality
at the originating leg for the call.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Cluster ID, where Cluster ID represents the
name of the call attribute.

Cluster Call Manager
Name (countDistinct)

The distinct count of the name of the call manager that handled the
call.

Call Type
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the type of the call.

Terminating Party
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the party that terminated the call.

Terminating Reason
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the reason for termination of the call.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of call attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values
for the call attributes. For example, if you select the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) metric,
and three distinct calling parties hadmade calls during the time specified, the report lists the value
for the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) as 3.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
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metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 269 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Theminimum time range for this
report is 24 hours. To change the call metric to sample count, select theSample Count
(sum) metric from theMetric: drop-down list after clickingOptions.

For example, if you want to identify the hour of themonth, week, or day when the number of call
attempts were the highest, you can select theSample Count as themetric and set the time control
options to the default values for this report as discussed in the previous paragraph and then
generate the report. You canmove themouse pointer on a cell in the table of the report to see the
raw value of the call metric for the specific hour..

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time
frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 269 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.
You can use this report to identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes.
You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for the call attributes that exhibit
unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

For example, if you want to identify the Top N termination reasons for the call, you can specify the
Sample Count (sum) as the call metric and select the call attribute Termination Reason in the
Grouping By drop-down list.

This report defaults to the following parameters:

l All calls

l Metric for ranking: Sample Count (sum)

l Top/Bottom N: Top 10

l Grouping By call attribute: Cluster ID

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Top N report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.
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Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
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the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

For example, if you want to analyze the overall call volume variation for all the clusters in your
deployment environment over a specified time frame, click theOptions link and select theCluster
ID call attribute from theGrouping By drop-down list and select theSample Count (sum) call
metric from theMetric: drop-down list. You can select an appropriate time frame over which the call
volume variationmust be analyzed.

By default, this report groups data by the Cluster ID call attribute. You can select multiple call

attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon displays another drop-
down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute drop-down lists

displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific
time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days.

For example, if you want to analyze the call duration and call volume based on the type of calls, you
can select Call Duration (secs) (avg) andSample Count (sum) as the primary and secondary
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metrics and select the required values for theCall Classification call attribute from the Topology
Filters page.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 269 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
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n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCall Duration (secs) (avg)metric.
You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls
on your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time
frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Call Types and Termination Reasons

3. Click Termination_Reasons_and_Types. This opens the Termination_Reasons_and_Types
page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Chart Detail CSV

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Top N Chart

n Most Changed

n Calendar

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report
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11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Hourly Usage Reports

Using the report templates under this folder, you can view reports for the hourly usage of IP
telephony entities throughout the duration of a call that might span across hours. You can also view
reports for the volume of calls in progress and the hourly usage of IP telephony entities involved in
the calls in progress. The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the following report templates under this
folder:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Top N Chart

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Peak Period

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Hourly Usage
(Erlangs)

The hourly usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs
during the duration of the call.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the calls in progress.

Usage (Erlangs) The total usage of the IP telephony entities measured in Erlangs during
the time frame specified.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description
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Metric Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Cluster ID, where Cluster ID represents the
name of the call attribute.

Cluster Call Manager
Name (countDistinct)

The distinct count of the name of the call manager that handled the
call.

Call Type
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the type of the call.

Terminating Party
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the party that terminated the call.

Terminating Reason
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the reason for termination of the call.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of call attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values
for the call attributes. For example, if you select the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) metric,
and three distinct calling parties hadmade calls during the time specified, the report lists the value
for the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) as 3.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theSample Count as the primary metric, theHourly Usage as the
secondary metric, generate the report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can
analyze the number of calls in progress for the specific hour and the usage of the associated IP
telephony entities during the hour.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 278 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 278 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.
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3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 266 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 278 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on the
variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the
attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to
group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify
the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific
time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 hours based on theUsage (Erlangs) (avg)metric. You
can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all the calls on
your network. You can select the number of calls you want the report to display from the options
provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time
frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the calls
that had a variation for the specified attribute. The report displays the rank of the attribute value
along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the values
listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and specify the
topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to
identify the call attribute values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report
to investigate historical sampled data for the attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the
calls.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Call Types and
Termination Reasons Reports" on page 265 to launch the Top N report for a specific time
frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
266 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B Channel Activity
Reports

The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IP Telephony Cisco IPT BChannel Activity extension
pack. You can use this extension pack to generate reports based on gateway B channel attributes
such as the gateway name, the gateway interface name, and so on and the gateway B-channel
quality metrics such as the number of B channels, the number of in-service B channels and so on.
This report helps you analyze the gateway B-channel activity over a specified time period.. See the
sections Call Metric andCall Quality Metric under SpecifyingMetrics for Reports for more
information about themetrics you can specify to generate reports.

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

Note: Youmust tune the polling periodicity of Cisco Voice Gateway Channel Usage state using the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Monitoring Configuration > to see themeaningful
reports of the number of idle channels. See the iSPI for IP Telephony Deployment Guide for more
information on tuning and configuration of this monitoring task to generatemeaningful reports.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco Gateway B Channel
Activity Reports

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco B-Channel
activity reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Enable Cisco CDR reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the iSPI for
IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration > Enabling Cisco B
Channel Activity Reports section for additional information.

3. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IP Telephony Cisco IPT BChannel Activity extension pack.
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Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports

To access the Cisco IP Telephony gateway b-channel activity reports from the NNMi
console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_BChannel_Activity > BChannelActivity to see a
list of reports you can launch for the Cisco B-Channel activity reports.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Number of B Channels (avg)) as the primary metric and theNumber of In-Service
Channels (avg) as the secondary metric with no Topology Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours
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o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulated call metric data. For example, you can specify the
topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Gateway Name, gateway
IP Address, and so on. You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you
require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.
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o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID The unique identifier of the
cluster that includes the gateway
B channel.

Gateway Name The name of the gateway that
includes the B channel.

Gateway IP Address The IP address of the gateway
that includes the B channel.

Gateway Interface Name The interface name of the
gateway that includes the B
channel.

Gateway Interface NameConfigured in CUCM Cluster The gateway interface name
configured in the .Cisco Unified
Communications Manager
(CUCM) cluster.

SGUUID The ID of the security group
associated with the gateway that
includes the B Channel.

H323 gateway Device NameConfigured in CUCM Cluster The H323 gateway device name
configured in the .Cisco Unified
Communications Manager
(CUCM) cluster.

Gateway Protocol The protocol configured for the
gateway that includes the B
Channel.
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Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details:

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see the B channel metrics, the B Channel quality metrics, and the distinct count of the
B Channel attributes that you can select to generate reports.

Metric Description

1Number of B
Channels

The number of B Channels during the time frame specified.

1Number of In-Service
Channels

The number of In-service Channels during the time frame specified. If
the containing gateway interface is operationally in service, all the
underlying channels are assumed to be operationally in service. If the
containing gateway interface is operationally down, all the underlying
channels are assumed to be operationally out of service

1Number of Idle
Channels

The number of idle channels during the time frame specified.

Note: Youmust tune the polling periodicity of Cisco Voice Gateway
Channel Usage state using the iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for
Administrators > Monitoring Configuration > to see themeaningful
reports of the number of idle channels.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Cluster ID, where Cluster ID represents the
name of the B Channel attribute.
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Metric Description

Gateway Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Name, where Gateway Name
represents the name of the B Channel attribute.

Gateway IP Address
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway IP Address, where Gateway IP
Address represents the name of the B Channel attribute.

Gateway Interface
Name (countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Interface Name, where Gateway
Interface Name represents the name of the B Channel attribute.

Gateway Interface
NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Interface NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster, where Gateway Interface NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster represents the name of the B Channel attribute.

SGUUID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the SGUUID, where SGUUID represents the
name of the B Channel attribute.

H323 gateway Device
NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theH323 gateway Device NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster, where H323 gateway Device NameConfigured in
CUCM Cluster represents the name of the B Channel attribute.

Gateway Protocol
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Protocol, where Gateway Protocol
represents the name of the call attribute.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of B Channel attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique
values for the B Channel attributes. For example, if you select the Gateway Interface Name
(countDistinct) metric, and three distinct gateway interfaces were selected while generating the
report, the report lists the value for the Gateway Interface Name (countDistinct) as 3.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar
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n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 287 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 289 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 287 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 289 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Sample Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a call metric.:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high).

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric . The report displays the
rank of the B Channel attribute value along with the B Channel metric value and the percentage of
the B Channel metric value with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link
to fine tune the analysis. You can use this report to identify the B Channel attribute values that had
occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this report to investigate historical sampled data for
the call attributes that exhibit unusual occurrence levels in the calls.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of B Channel attributes and ranks these groups of B Channel
attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost
changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the
B Channel metric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference
and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a B Channel
metric, specify the call attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for
certain B Channel attribute values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .
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Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
B Channel metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 287 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 289 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.
Note: You can select multiple B Channel attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon

. Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the B Channel attributes. You can
remove the additional B Channel attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove

Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 hours based on theNumber of B Channels (avg)
metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the call duration for all
the B Channels on your network. You can select the number of B Channels you want the report to
display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway B-Channel
Activity Reports" on page 286 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
286 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco IP Telephony

3. Click Cisco_IPT_BChannel_Activity

4. Click BChannelActivity. This opens the BChannelActivity page.

5. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
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n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

6. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

7. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

8. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

9. Select the required topology attributes for the B channel that you want to filter while generating
the report.

10. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

11. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

12. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT Gateway Call Activity extension pack. You can
use this extension pack to generate reports for the active calls on the H.323 gateway boxes and the
MGCP gateway interfaces based on the attributes for the active calls such as the cluster ID, the
H.323 gateway name, theMGCP gateway interface name, and so on. You can use these reports to
identify the trends for the active calls on the H.323 gateway box or theMGCP gateway interface
during a specific time frame.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call
Activity Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco UCM call activity
reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Configure gateway call activity monitoring settings.

3. Configure gateway call activity configuration settings

4. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IPT UCM Call Activity extension pack.

Note: See theHP NNM iSPI for IP Telephony Online Help for more information regarding step
2 and step 3.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports

To access the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This
launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_Gateway_Call_Activity > Gateway_Call_Activity
to see a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:
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1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.
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n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID Indicates the ID of the cluster
that includes the gateway box or
the gateway interface.

Gateway Name Indicates the name of the H.323
gatewaybox.

MGCP Gateway Interface Name Indicates the name of the
MGCP gateway interface.

SGUUID Indicates the ID of the security
group associated with the
cluster.

Active Calls Indicates the number of active
calls on the gateway box or the
gateway interface.
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Attribute Description

timekey Indicates the time stamp to be
specified.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Active Calls Indicates the number of voice or video calls currently active on the
H.323 gateway or theMGCP gateway interface.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Cluster ID where Cluster ID represents the
gateway call activity attribute.

Gateway Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Gateway Namewhere Gateway Name
represents the gateway call activity attribute.

MGCP Gateway
Interface Name
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMGCP Gateway Interface Namewhere
MGCP Gateway Interface Name represents the gateway call activity
attribute.

SGUUID Indicates the UUID of the security group associated with the cluster.

Active Calls
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Active Calls where Active Calls represents
the gateway call activity attribute

timekey Indicates the time stamp to be specified.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following options from theChart
or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
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displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify themetric for the
report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specifiedmetrics and ranks thesemetrics based on the variation. The sort order lists themetrics
from themetrics with themost changed values to themetrics with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along
with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.

You can select multiple metrics by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon
displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute

drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of metrics.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two voice
mail devicemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks themetric values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
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using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Call Activity
Reports to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_IPT_Gateway_Call_Activity

3. Click Gateway_Call_Activity. This opens the GatewayCallActivity page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report
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11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Cisco IP Telephony Media Resource Activity
Reports

The Cisco IP Telephony Media Resource Activity reports show performance and health of media
resources of Cisco Unified Communications Manager monitored by NNMi.Graphs and charts on
these reports help you identify the following:

l Availability of resources

l Total count of resources

l Total count of resources within a Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster

l Types of resources within a Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster

Glossary of Metrics

Metric Name Description

Available
Resources (max)

Themaximum number of available media resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Available
Resources (min)

Theminimum number of available media resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Available
Resources (avg)

The average number of available media resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Active Resources
(max)

Themaximum number of activemedia resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Active Resources
(min)

Theminimum number of activemedia resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Active Resources
(avg)

The average number of activemedia resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Unavailable
Resources (max)

Themaximum number of unavailable media resources for themonitored
Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Unavailable
Resources (min)

Theminimum number of unavailable media resources for themonitored
Cisco Unified Communications Manager cluster.

Unavailable
Resources (avg)

The average number of unavailable media resources for themonitored Cisco
Unified Communications Manager cluster.
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Media Resource Activity Chart Detail Report
This report plots the selected pair of metrics (which indicate the availability of media resources) on
a chart at each display grain interval within the specified time frame. This report helps you to do a
detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values (aggregated at selected display grain
interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for
which you want to analyze the data.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics:
n Y1 axis: Active resources (avg)

n Y2 axis: Active resources (max)

The default report shows both graph and table.

Use Case

l Analyze the trend of health and performance for media resources

l Detect persistent problems inmedia resources

l Compare health and performance of multiple media resources

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Heat Chart Report
This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
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displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics: Active resources (avg)

Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a specific metric.
The heat chart report enables you to:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high)

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Seewhen highmetric values returned to normal after a period of time.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Calendar Report
The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics (which indicate the availability of Cisco Unified Communications Manager media
resources) in a single, extended graph spanning over a day or multiple days.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

Note: For this report, you cannot select an interval smaller than one day.

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No
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l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered UCM clusters

n All discoveredmedia device types

n All discoveredmedia types

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics:
n Primary: Active resources (avg)

n Secondary: Active resources (max)

Use Case

Use this report to observe:

l gradual trends over time

l isolated spikes

l to verify that an abnormal condition has returned to normal

l to make comparisons

This report also reveals:

l Day of week patterns

l Hour of day patterns

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Most Changed Report
This report compares performance themedia devices for two different (consecutive) time periods
and ranks components by the amount of change. The sort order is most-changed to least-changed.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval
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l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics: Active resources (avg)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID

Use Case

Use this report to spot objects at selected grouping level that saw significant growth from the
previous selected time period to the selected time period. Significant growth could point to a
developing problem you need to know about. You can change the rankingmetric and you can
change how many elements are listed.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Peak Period Report
The Peak Period Report ranks the utilization and performance of media resources during the
busiest time of the selected time range.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics: Active resources (avg), Active resources (max)

l Grouping by time period: Hour

Use Case

Using this report, you can:
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l Identify the performance and utilization of the selectedmetrics during the peak period

l Identify the interfaces that have the highest or lowest performances or utilization levels during
the peak period

l Compare the performance for multiple media devices during the peak period using this report

l Identify UCM clusters having a common network performance problem

l Identify the UCM that is suffering from a persistent performance problem

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Top N Report
This report ranks media devices by themetric that you select. Use this report to spot themedia
device that performed at the extremes. You can use this report to analyze the historical data for
elements that are exhibiting unusual utilization levels.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics: Active resources (avg)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID

Use Case

l Detect themedia resource experiencing a health or performance problem

l Analyze the utilization of the NNMi-managedmedia resources against on a specific time range

l Detect the over-utilized and under-utilizedmedia resources

l Compare the performance of multiple media resources for a single call Cisco Unified
Communications Manager or a cluster
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See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Media Resource Activity Top N Chart
Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks eachmedia device with a
chart; the chart indicates the change inmetric values over the specified time range.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discoveredmedia resource types

n All discoveredmedia resources

n All SGUUIDs

l Metrics: Active resources (avg)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID

Use Case

l Spot themedia resources that performed at the extremes.

l Analyze the historical data for media resources that are exhibiting unusual utilization levels

l Detect themedia resources that are experiencing a health or performance problem

l Analyze the utilization of the NNMi-managedmedia resources

l Detect the over-utilized and under-utilizedmedia resources

l Detect the underlying reason of a persistent problem with amedia resource. You can compare
the performance for multiple media resources using this report.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.
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Cisco IP Telephony UCM Health Reports
The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony enables you tomonitor a set of parameters that indicate the health
and performance of Cisco Unified Communications Managers. When you configure the NNM iSPI
for IP Telephony to poll the system health data from Cisco Unified Communications Managers, you
can use Cisco IP Telephony UCMHealth reports to analyze the polled data.

The Cisco IP Telephony UCMHealth reports help you detect:

l Availability of Cisco Unified Communications Managers

l Total count of Cisco Unified Communications Managers

l Total memory and CPU utilization of a Cisco Unified Communications Manager
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Glossary of Metrics

Metric Name Description

Active Partition Used (%) (max) Themaximum amount of space in
use by the active partition of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Active Partition Used (%) (min) Theminimum amount of space in
use by the active partition of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Active Partition Used (%) (avg) The average space in use by the
active partition of the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Common Partition Used (%) (max) Themaximum amount of space in
use by the common partition of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Common Partition Used (%) (min) Theminimum amount of space in
use by the common partition of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Common Partition Used (%) (avg) The average space in use by the
common partition of the Cisco
Unified Communications Manager
during the selected time range.

CPU Time (%) (max) Themaximum CPU utilization of
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

CPU Time (%) (min) Theminimum CPU utilization of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

CPU Time (%) (avg) The average CPU utilization of the
Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.
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Metric Name Description

Memory Used (%) (max) Themaximummemory utilization
of the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Memory Used (%) (min) Theminimummemory utilization of
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Memory Used (%) (avg) The averagememory utilization of
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Process: ccm - CPU Time (%) (max) Themaximum CPU utilization of
the ccm process during the
selected time range.

Process: ccm - CPU Time (%) (min) Theminimum CPU utilization of the
ccm process during the selected
time range.

Process: ccm - CPU Time (%) (avg) The average CPU utilization of the
ccm process during the selected
time range.

Process: ccm -Memory Usage (%) (max) Themaximummemory utilization
of the ccm process during the
selected time range.

Process: ccm -Memory Usage (%) (min) Theminimummemory utilization of
the ccm process during the
selected time range.

Process: ccm -Memory Usage (%) (avg) The averagememory utilization of
the ccm process during the
selected time range.

Swap Partition Used (%) (max) Themaximum space in use by the
swap partition during the selected
time range.

Swap Partition Used (%) (min) Theminimum space in use by the
swap partition during the selected
time range.

Swap Partition Used (%) (avg) The average space in use by the
swap partition during the selected
time range.
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Metric Name Description

Swap Space Used (%) (max) Themaximum swap space used by
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Swap Space Used (%) (min) Theminimum swap space used by
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Swap Space Used (%) (avg) The average swap space used by
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

System Reboot (sum) The total number of system reboots
during the selected time range.

Total Processes (max) Themaximum number of
processes on the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Total Processes (min) Theminimum number of processes
on the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Total Processes (avg) The average number of processes
on the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Total Threads (max) Themaximum number of threads
on the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager during
the selected time range.

Total Threads (min) Theminimum number of threads on
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

Total Threads (avg) The average number of threads on
the Cisco Unified Communications
Manager during the selected time
range.

VM Used (%) (max) Themaximum virtual memory in
use during the selected time range.

VM Used (%) (min) Theminimum virtual memory in use
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Metric Name Description

during the selected time range.

VM Used (%) (avg) The average virtual memory in use
during the selected time range.

Calendar Report
The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics (which indicate the health of the Cisco Unified Communications Manager system) in a
single, extended graph spanning over a day or multiple days.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

Note: For this report, you cannot select an interval smaller than one day.

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics:
n Primary: Active partition used (%) (max)

n Secondary: Active resources (%) (avg)

Use Case

Use this report to observe:

l gradual trends over time

l isolated spikes

l to verify that an abnormal condition has returned to normal

l to make comparisons

This report also reveals:

l Day of week patterns

l Hour of day patterns
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See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Chart Details Report
This report plots the selected pair of metrics (which indicate the health of Cisco Unified
Communications Managers) on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified time
frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics:
n Y1 axis: Active resources (%) (avg)

n Y2 axis: Active resources (%) (max)

The default report shows both graph and table.

Use Case

l Analyze the trend of health and performance of Cisco Unified Communications Managers

l Detect persistent problems in Cisco Unified Communications Managers

l Compare health and performance of multiple Cisco Unified Communications Manager systems

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.
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Heat Chart Report
This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection:
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics: Active partition used (%) (avg)

Use Case

Use the Heat Chart report to identify the gradual shift in the range of values for a specific metric.
The heat chart report enables you to:

l Spot an isolated instance (when themetric value was high)

l Spot day-of-the-week patterns.

l Seewhen highmetric values returned to normal after a period of time.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Most Change Report
This report compares performance themedia devices for two different (consecutive) time periods
and ranks components by the amount of change. The sort order is most-changed to least-changed.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour
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l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics: Active resources (avg), Active resources (max)

l Grouping by time period: Hour

l Metrics: Active partition used (%) (avg)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID

Use Case

Use this report to spot objects at selected grouping level that saw significant growth from the
previous selected time period to the selected time period. Significant growth could point to a
developing problem you need to know about. You can change the rankingmetric and you can
change how many elements are listed.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Peak Period Report
The Peak Period Report ranks the utilization and performance of Cisco Unified Communications
Managers during the busiest time of the selected time range.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers
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n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics: Active resources (avg), Active resources (max)

l Grouping by time period: Hour

Use Case

Using this report, you can:

l Identify the performance and utilization of the selectedmetrics during the peak period

l Identify the interfaces that have the highest or lowest performances or utilization levels during
the peak period

l Compare the performance for multiple media devices during the peak period using this report

l Identify UCM clusters having a common network performance problem

l Identify the UCM that is suffering from a persistent performance problem

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Top N Report
This report ranks media devices by themetric that you select. Use this report to spot the Cisco
Unified Communications Manager that performed at the extremes. You can use this report to
analyze the historical data for elements that are exhibiting unusual utilization levels.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection
n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics: Active Partition Used (%) (max), Metrics: Active Partition Used (%) (avg)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID
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Use Case

l Detect themedia resource experiencing a health or performance problem

l Analyze the utilization of the NNMi-managed Cisco Unified Communications Manager against
on a specific time range

l Detect the over-utilized and under-utilizedmedia resources

l Compare the performance of multiple Cisco Unified Communications Managers

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Top N Chart Report
Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks each Cisco Unified
Communications Manager with a chart; the chart indicates the change inmetric values over the
specified time range.

Defaults

l Interval: one day

l Display grain: one hour

l Auto refresh: No

l Time zone: Server time

l Relative start: Yes; last rolling interval

l Topology attribute selection

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Manager clusters

n All discovered Cisco Unified Communications Managers

n All SGUUIDs

n All tenants

l Metrics: Active partition used (%) (avg), Active partition used (%) (max)

l Grouping by: Cluster ID

Use Case

l Spot the Cisco Unified Communications Manager that performed at the extremes.

l Analyze the historical data for media resources that are exhibiting unusual utilization levels

l Detect the Cisco Unified Communications Managers that are experiencing a health or
performance problem

l Analyze the utilization of the NNMi-managed Cisco Unified Communications Managers
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l Detect the over-utilized and under-utilized Cisco Unified Communications Managers

l Detect the underlying reason of a persistent problem with a Cisco Unified Communications
Manager. You can compare the performance for multiple Cisco Unified Communications
Managers using this report.

See the following topics in theUsing Reports > Change Default Settings section in theNetwork
Performance Server/NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics Online Help:

l To change the TimeControls defaults, see theChange TimeControls topic.

l To change the Topology Filters defaults, see theSet Topology Filters topic.

l To change the Report Options defaults, see theChange Report Options topic.

Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT VM Information extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the voicemail devices based on the voicemail attributes
such as total number of ports provisioned (Total Number of Ports Provisioned) and voicemail
metrics such as the number of ports active for inbound calls (Number of Ports Active for Inbound
Calls (avg), the number of ports provisioned for outbound calls (Number of Ports Provisioned for
Outbound Calls (avg).

The extension pack retains the detailed data in the Network Performance Server (NPS) for a period
of 14 days and retains the summary data for a period of 70 days.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco Voice Mail Reporting
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco IP voicemail
reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Enable Cisco Voice Mail reporting in the iSPI for IP Telephony. See theOnline Help for the
iSPI for IP Telephony > Help for Administrators > Reporting Configuration
> Enabling Voice Mail Reporting section for additional information.
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3. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IPT VM Information extension pack.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports
To access the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail reports from the NNMi console:

To access the Cisco IP Telephony Gateway Calls reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This launches the NNM iSPI
Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_VM_Information > CiscoIPTVMInfoMetrics to see
a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

4. You can click any report format to launch the specific report based on the default metrics
(Current Number of Licensed Subscribers (avg)) as the primary metric and theCurrent
Number of Subscribers Licensed for VMI (avg) as the secondary metric with no Topology
Filter selected.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour
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o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data. For example, you can specify the
topology filters based on a combination of certain specific values for the Call Manager Name,
Calling Party Number, Called Party Number, and so on. You can use the Topology Filter page to
specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.
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o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Call Attribute Description

Unity IP Address The IP address of the Cisco
Unity voicemail device.

Max Subscribers Licensed Themaximum number of
subscribers licensed with the
voicemail device.

Max Subscribers Licensed for UM Themaximum number of
subscribers licensed for Unified
Messaging (UM).

Max Subscribers Licensed for VMI Themaximum number of
subscribers licensed for Visual
Messaging Interface (VMI).

Max Number of Languages Licensed Themaximum number of
languages licensed.

Max Number of TTS Ports Licensed Themaximum number of Text-
To-Speech (TTS) ports licensed.

Max Number of Voice Ports Licensed Themaximum number of
voice ports licensed.

Total Number of Ports Provisioned The total number of ports
provisioned.

Number of Ports Provisioned for Inbound Calls The number of ports provisioned
for inbound calls.
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Call Attribute Description

Number of Ports Provisioned for Outbound Calls The number of ports provisioned
for outbound calls.

SGUUID The UUID of the security group
associated with the voicemail
device.

Note: Do not use this attribute to
filter or group your reports. This
is an internal attribute used for
row-level security of user roles.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Current Number of
Licensed Subscribers

The current number of licensed subscribers.

1Current Number of
Subscribers Licensed
for VMI

The current number of subscribers licensed for Visual Messaging
Interface (VMI).

1Total Number of Ports
Active

The total number of ports active.

1Number of Ports
Active for Inbound
Calls

The number of ports active for inbound calls.

1Number of Ports
Active for Outbound
Calls

The number of ports active for outbound calls.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description
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Metric Description

Unity IP Address
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Unity IP Address, where Unity IP
Address represents the name of the voicemail attribute.

Max Subscribers
Licensed
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Subscribers Licensed, whereMax
Subscribers Licensed represents the name of the voicemail attribute.

Max Subscribers
Licensed for UM
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Subscribers Licensed for UM, where
Max Subscribers Licensed for UM represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Max Subscribers
Licensed for VMI
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Subscribers Licensed for VMI, where
Max Subscribers Licensed for VMI represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Max Number of
Languages Licensed
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Number of Languages Licensed, where
Max Number of Languages Licensed represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Max Number of
TTS Ports Licensed
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Number of TTS Ports Licensed, where
Max Number of TTS Ports Licensed represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Max Number of Voice
Ports Licensed
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of theMax Number of Voice Ports Licensed, where
Max Number of Voice Ports Licensed represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Total Number of Ports
Provisioned
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Total Number of Ports Provisioned, where
Total Number of Ports Provisioned represents the name of the voice
mail attribute.

Number of Ports
Provisioned for Inbound
Calls (countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Number of Ports Provisioned for Inbound
Callse, where Number of Ports Provisioned for Inbound
Calls represents the name of the voicemail attribute.

Number of Ports
Provisioned for
Outbound Calls
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the Number of Ports Provisioned for Outbound
Calls, where Number of Ports Provisioned for Outbound
Calls represents the name of the voicemail attribute.

SGUUID
(countDistinct)

The distinct count of the SGUUID, where SGUUID represents the
name of the voicemail attribute.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Note: The distinct count of call attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values
for the call attributes. For example, if you select the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) metric,
and three distinct calling parties hadmade calls during the time specified, the report lists the value
for the Calling Party Number (countDistinct) as 3.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

l Peak Period

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

For example, if you select theCurrent Number of Licensed Subscribers as the primary metric,
theCurrent Number of Subscribers Licensed for VMI as the secondary metric, generate the
report and then select theDisplay Grain as one hour, you can analyze the trend for the number of
licenses used for VMI.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 327 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 329 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this
option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 327 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 329 to specify the
metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the voicemail devicemetric values for two different
(consecutive) time periods for specified grouping of voicemail device attributes and ranks these
groups of voicemail device attributes based on the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from
the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of the voicemail devicemetric for the previous time frame and the current
time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value. Based on your
requirement, you can select a voicemail devicemetric, specify the voicemail device attribute to
group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain voicemail device attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two voice
mail devicemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.
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To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 327 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 329 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Peak Period Report

This report by default, displays the top 10 calls based on theCurrent Number of Licensed
Subscribers (avg)metric. You can generate this report for an hour, a day, or a week to analyze the
number of licensed subscribers on your network. You can select the number subscribers you want
the report to display from the options provided by the report template.

To launch a Peak Period report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Peak Period report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony Voice Mail Reports" on
page 326 to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
326 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:
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To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_IPT_VM_Information

3. Click CiscoIPTVMInfoMetrics. This opens the CiscoIPTVMInfoMetrics page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

n Peak Period

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT UCM Call Activity extension pack. You can use
this extension pack to generate reports for the call activity on the UCM clusters and the UCMs
based on the call activity metrics such as the number of calls in progress, the number of incomplete
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calls, the attempted calls, and so on. You can use these reports to identify the trends for the call
activity on the UCM clulster or the UCM during a specific time frame.

For example, if you experience a lot of incomplete calls on the network, you can generate a Top
N report by selecting the Incomplete Calls as themetric and then specifying a time frame to identify
when themetric had the highest value. This helps in identifying the time framewhen themetric
value was above the acceptable value. You can then see the incidents generated for the specific
time frame to check for any alerts that might assist you in rectifying the underlying cause.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco UCM Call Activity
Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco UCM call activity
reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Configure SSH credentials for the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager you want to monitor.

3. Configure call activity monitoring.

4. Configure Call Activity Configuration Settings.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IPT UCM Call Activity extension pack.

Note: See theHP NNM iSPI for IP Telephony Online Help for more information regarding step
2 through step 4.

Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity
Reports

To access the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This
launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.
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3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_UCM_Call_Activity > UCM_Call_Activity to see a
list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.
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Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of
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Attribute Description

calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1Calls in Progress Indicates the number of voice or video calls currently in progress on
the Cisco Unified Communications Manager. This includes the
number of active calls as well.

1Completed Calls Indicates the number of calls that were connected and terminated
through the Cisco Unified Communications Manager.

1Incomplete Calls Indicates the difference between the attempted calls and the
completed calls.

1Attempted Calls Indicates the calls attempted. A call attempt occurs when the phone is
taken from the hook and replaced back on the hook. A call attempt
gets registered irrespective of the call beingmade. A call transfer or a
conference attempt increments the number of attempted calls.

1Attempted System
Calls

Indicates the number of calls originating from the Cisco Unified
Communications Manager and the attempted calls to the Unity
MessageWaiting Indicator.

1Active Calls Indicates the number of voice or video calls currently active and
connected to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of calls.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:
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l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following options from theChart
or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify themetric for the
report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the call attributes and the call metric, this report ranks the call attribute
values in the ascending or descending order of the total raw values of the call metric. This report
includes all the calls that had a variation for the specified call attribute. The report displays the rank
of the call attribute value along with the call metric value and the percentage of the call metric value
with respect to all the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using the
Options link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.
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6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specifiedmetrics and ranks thesemetrics based on the variation. The sort order lists themetrics
from themetrics with themost changed values to themetrics with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along
with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.

You can select multiple metrics by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon
displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute

drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .
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Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of metrics.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two voice
mail devicemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks themetric values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM Call Activity Reports
to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_IPT_UCM_Call_Activity

3. Click UCM_Call_Activity. This opens the UCMCallActivity page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports.

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.

6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report
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11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco IPT UCM TFTP Server extension pack. You can use
this extension pack to generate reports for the configuration build activities performed by the Cisco
TFTP server based on the build metrics such as the BuildCount, BuildAbortCount,
BuildDevice Count, and so on. See the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports section for more
information about the build metrics.You can use these reports to identify the trends for the
configuration file build activity on the Cisco TFTP server during a specific time frame.

For example, if you experience a lot of configuration file build failures on the network, you can
generate a Top N report by selecting the BuildAbortCount as themetric and then specifying a
time frame to identify when themetric had the highest value. This helps in identifying the time frame
when themetric value was above the acceptable value. You can then see the incidents generated
for the specific time frame to check for any alerts that might assist you in rectifying the underlying
cause.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco IP Telephony
UCM TFTP Server Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco
UCM TFTP server reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Configure SSH credentials for the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager you want to monitor.

3. Configure Cisco TFTP server monitoring settings.

4. Configure Cisco TFTP Activity Configuration Settings.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco IPT UCM TFTP Server extension pack.

Note: See theHP NNM iSPI for IP Telephony Online Help for more information regarding step
2 through step 4.
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Accessing the Cisco IPT UCM TFTP Server Reports
To access the Cisco IPT UCM TFTP Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This
launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_IPT_UCM_TFTP_Server > UCM_TFTP_Server to see
a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days
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o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.
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Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of
configuration file builds.
Indicates the count of all
configuration file builds.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

1BuildAbortCount Indicates the number of times the configuration file build process was
aborted. The count increases when the build process for devices, soft
keys, units, and dial rules get aborted due to group-level change
notifications.

1BuildCount Indicates the number of times the TFTP server performed a new build
of all the configuration files in response to a database change
notification affecting all the devices. The count starts from the time the
TFTP service started.

1BuildDeviceCount Indicates the number of devices that were processed during the last
configuration build. This count increases when processing device
change notifications. The count increases when new devices get
added and reduces when existing devices are removed.
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Metric Description

1BuildDialRuleCount Indicates the number of dial rules that were processed during the last
configuration build. This count increases when processing dial rule
change notifications. The count increases when new dial rules get
added and reduces when existing dial rules are removed.

1BuildSignCount Indicates the number of security-enabled phones for which the
configuration file was digitally signed with the Cisco UCM server key
during the last configuration build. The count increases when
processing security-enabled phone change notifications.

1BuildSoftKeyCount Indicates the number of soft keys that were processed during the last
configuration build. The count increases when new soft keys get
added and reduces when existing soft keys are removed.

1BuildUnitCount Indicates the number of gateways that were processed during the last
configuration build. The count increases when processing gateway
change notifications. The count increases when new gateways get
added and reduces when existing gateways are removed.

1ChangeNotifications Indicates the total number of all the Cisco UCM database change
notifications received by the TFTP server. This count increases every
time a device configuration is updated using the Cisco UCM
Administration interface. This update triggers a database change
notification to the TFTP server to rebuild the configuration files.

1DeviceChangeNotifications Indicates the number of times the TFTP server received database
change notifications to create, update, or delete configuration files for
devices.

1DialRuleChangeNotifications Indicates the number of times the TFTP server received database
change notifications to create, update, or delete configuration files for
dial rules.

1HTTPRequestsAborted Indicates the total number of HTTP requests canceled by the HTTP
server unexpectedly. An HTTP request cancellation occurs when the
requested device cannot be located on the network or when the file
transfer gets interrupted due to network connectivity issues.

1HTTPRequestsProcessed Indicates the total number of HTTP requests successfully processed
by the HTTP server.

1RequestsAborted Indicates the total number of TFTP requests canceled by the TFTP
server unexpectedly. A TFTP request cancellation occurs when the
requested device cannot be located on the network or when the file
transfer gets interrupted due to network connectivity issues.

1RequestsProcessed Indicates the total number of TFTP requests successfully processed
by the TFTP server.

Attribute Distinct Count Description
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Metric Description

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of calls.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following options from theChart
or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify themetric for the
report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the
configuration file builds that had a variation for the attribute. The report displays the rank of the
attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all
the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specifiedmetrics and ranks thesemetrics based on the variation. The sort order lists themetrics
from themetrics with themost changed values to themetrics with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along
with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.

You can select multiple metrics by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon
displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute

drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of metrics.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two voice
mail devicemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks themetric values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco IP Telephony UCM TFTP Server
Reports to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_IPT_UCM_TFTP_Server

3. Click UCM_TFTP_Server. This opens the UCMTFTPServer page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.
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6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.

Cisco Call Manager Service Availability Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Cisco UCOS Service Availability extension pack. You can
use this extension pack to generate reports on the availability of the services on the Cisco UCM.
You can generate the reports for all the UCM services on a cluster. You can base the report
generation on the services discovered on the UCM and the attributes of the services such as the
Cluster ID, the Call Manager Name, the Service Name, and so on. You can use these reports to
identify the trends for the availability of services and the change of state for services during a
specific time frame.

For example, if you experience a service down time above the permissible level for one of the
services on the UCM, such as the Cisco AXL Web Service, which results in the failure to collect
AXL data from the cluster, you can generate a Top N report by selecting the Cisco AXL Web
Serviceas themetric and then specifying a time frame to identify when themetric had the highest
value. This helps in identifying the time framewhen themetric value was above the acceptable
value. You can then see the incidents generated for the specific time frame to check for any alerts
that might assist you in rectifying the underlying cause.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed
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l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Cisco Call Manager Service
Availability Reporting

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable Cisco Call Manager
Service Availability reporting:

1. Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your
deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

2. Configure SSH credentials for the Cisco Unified CommunicationManager you want to monitor.

3. Configure Call Manager Service Availability monitoring settings.

4. Configure Cisco Call Manager Service Availability Configuration Settings.

5. Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Cisco Cisco UCOS Service Availability extension pack.

Note: See theHP NNM iSPI for IP Telephony Online Help for more information regarding step
2 through step 4.

Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports

To access the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting-Report Menu from themenu bar. This
launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Cisco IP Telephony > Cisco_UCOS_Service_Availability > Service_Availability to
see a list of reports you can launch using this extension pack.

After launching a report, you can configure the report based on your requirements by specifying the
following details and regenerating the report:

l Specify time controls

l Specify topology filters

l Specify metrics

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated on the
TimeControls page. This page lets you specify the following time control details:
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1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list. You can select the time zone of your choice even if you choose to enable the
Relative Start option.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the attribute values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods and click theSearch button:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology filter, click theSingle value select icon

and then select a value of your choice.
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n If you want to select multiple values for a topology filter, click theMulti value select icon

and then select values of your choice (by pressing the Control Ctrl key).

n If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on the

keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You
can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want and
click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report uses
the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Attribute Description

Cluster ID Indicates the ID of the cluster
that includes the Call Manager.

Cluster Call Manager Name Indicates the name of the Call
Manager.

Service Name Indicates the name of the
service on the Call Manager.

SGUUID Indicates the ID of the security
group associated with the cluster
that includes the call manager.

Started Indicates if the service is
started. The value 0 indicates
that the service is not started
and the value 1 indicates that the
service is started.
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Attribute Description

Stopped Indicates if the service is
stopped. The value 0 indicates
that the service is not stopped
and the value 1 indicates that the
service is stopped.

Deactivated Indicates if the service is
deactivated. The value 0
indicates that the service is not
deactivated and the value 1
indicates that the service is
deactivated.

Timestamp Indicates the time stamp to be
specified.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics and the distinct count of attributes that you can select to generate
reports.

Metric Description

Service Availability Indicates the availability of the service.

Attribute Distinct
Count Description

Cluster ID
(countDistinct)

Indicates the distinct count of the Cluster ID where Cluster
ID indicates the attribute for service availability.

Cluster Call Manager
Name (countDistinct)

Indicates the distinct count of the Cluster Call Manager Namewhere
Cluster Call Manager Name indicates the attribute for service
availability.
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Metric Description

Service Name
(countDistinct)

Indicates the distinct count of the Service Namewhere Service Name
indicates the attribute for service availability.

SGUUID Indicates the ID of the security group associated with the cluster that
includes the call manager.

Started Indicates the attribute of service availability.

Stopped Indicates the attribute of service availability.

Deactivated Indicates the attribute of service state.

Timestamp Indicates the time stamp to be specified.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

Note: You can generate a Chart Detail Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following options from theChart
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or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the report to be displayed:
n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this

option by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can generate a Heat Chart Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify themetric for the
report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric. This report includes all the
configuration file builds that had a variation for the attribute. The report displays the rank of the
attribute value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all
the values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis.

Note: You can generate a Top N Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly
(M) basis.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.
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3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specifiedmetrics and ranks thesemetrics based on the variation. The sort order lists themetrics
from themetrics with themost changed values to themetrics with the least changed values. The
report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame and the current time frame along
with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.

You can select multiple metrics by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon
displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call attribute

drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter you want to apply for the report from the Grouping by: drop-down
list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of metrics.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two voice
mail devicemetrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report
displays the data for the current month.

Note: You can generate a Calendar Report on a Daily (D), Weekly (W), or aMonthly (M) basis.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section Specifying Topology Filters to specify the topology filters to be
applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the SpecifyingMetrics for Reports to specify the primary metric and
the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks themetric values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section Accessing the Cisco Call Manager Service Availability
Reports to launch the Top N chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the Specifying TimeControls section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter that you want to apply on the report from theGrouping by: drop-down
list.

Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending

order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Scheduling Reports

This extension pack allows you to schedule your reports to run at specified intervals. You can do as
follows to schedule the generation of reports:

To schedule report generation:
1. Click BI Server > Public Folders from the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page. This

opens the HP NNM iSPI Performance BI Portal page.

2. Click Cisco_UCOS_Service_Availability

3. Click Service_Availability. This opens the ServiceAvailability page.

4. Click Report Templates suitable for scheduling. This displays the report templates that you
can use to schedule generation of reports:
n Chart Detail

n Heat Chart

n Top N

n Most Changed

n Calendar

n Top N Chart

5. Click a report template. This opens the TimeControls page.
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6. Specify the following details for the time controls:
n Time Range: set the time range for report generation. The Server Start Date/Time changes

automatically based on your selection for this field.

n Display Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

n Note: Theminimum value you can specify for the display grain is one hour for Cisco IP
Telephony reports.

n Hour of the Day:specify the hour of the day for which you want to generate the report. You
can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

n Day of the Week: specify the day of the week for which you want to generate the report.
You can select multiple values from this drop-down list by pressing the Control (Ctrl) key.

7. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Topology Filter page.

8. Select the required topology attributes for the call that you want to filter while generating the
report.

9. Click Confirm Selection. This opens the Report Options page.

10. Select the primary and the secondary metrics for the report

11. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report and complete the scheduling procedure. The
iSPI for IP Telephony generates the report periodically based on the time controls, topology
filter, and themetrics specified.
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Microsoft IP Telephony Reports
Microsoft IP telephony reports are available only if you install the NNM iSPI for IP Telephony on a
Windows management server. Skip this chapter if you installed NNMi and the iSPI on a
UNIX/Linux management server.

The NNM iSPI for IP Telephony provides you with the following extension packs to view and
analyze the performance data of theMicrosoft IP telephony environment:

l Call Reports

l Gateway B Channel Activity

l Gateway Statistics

l Microsoft Exchange

l Microsoft Lync

Call Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Call Reports extension pack. You can use this extension
pack to generate reports based on the Call Details Record (CDR) collected from theMicrosoft IP
Telephony network.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Call Reports
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable call reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Call Reports extension pack.
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated using the
TimeControl workspace on the NNM iSPI Performance page.:

To specify time controls, do as follows:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report. This option is enabled only if you enable theRelative Start
option.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Call Detail Reports
You can generate the call detail reports based on the call details collected from the IP telephony
network. You can filter the reports based on the call attributes such as the Calling Party, the Called
Party , and so on and generate the reports based on the call metrics such as the Duration (secs)
(duration) of the call.

To access the Call Detail reports from the NNMi console:
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1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Microsoft IP Telephony > Call Reports > Call_Detail_Metrics. This displays the
reports you can launch for the call details.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Call Metric Description

1Duration (secs) The sum of the call duration in seconds.

Sample Count The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric: 

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Specifying Topology Filters

Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the reports based on the various combinations of the call
detail values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to select from the available options
to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You can
select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be searched
based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.
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You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Call Attribute Description

Session Sequence The Session Sequence.for
the call.

Calling Party The party that made the
call.

Called Party The party to which the call
was made.

Calling Party Endpoint URI The URI for the endpoint
from where the call was
made.

Called Party Endpoint URI The URI of the endpoint to
which the call was made.

Call Controller Pool The pool that includes the
Call Controller.

Call Controller The Frontend pool that
handled the call.

Media Type TheMedia Type for the call.

Session Type The Session Type for the
call.

Call Type The type of the call.

Calling Party Access Type The type of access for the
calling party.

Called Party Access Type The type of access for the
call.

Calling Party Authentication The authentication used by
the calling party.

Called Party Authentication The authentication used by
the called party.

Calling Party Mediation Server TheMediation Server that
handled the call for the
calling party. For example,
handling PSTN-to-SIP calls
or SIP-to-PSTN calls.

Called Party Mediation Server TheMediation Server that
handled the call for the
called party. For example,
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Call Attribute Description

handling PSTN-to-SIP calls
or SIP-to-PSTN calls.

Calling Party Gateway TheGateway used by the
calling party for the call.

Called Party Gateway TheGateway used by the
called party for the call.

Calling Party Edge Server The Edge Server used by
the calling party for the call.

Called Party Edge Server The Edge Server used by
the called party for the call.

Source OCS Site TheOCS Site from where
the call originated.

Destination OCS Site TheOCS Site to which the
call was made.

Source Site The Source NNMi site for
the call.

Destination Site The Destination NNMi site
for the call.

Calling Party User Group The user group to which the
calling party belongs.

Called Party User Group The user group to which the
called party belongs.

Termination Reason The Termination Reason for
the call.

Tenant Name The Tenant Name
associated with the call
controller for the call.

Tenant UUID The Tenant UUID
associated with the call
controller for the call.

SecGroup Name The security group name
associated with the call
controller that handled the
call.

SecGroup UUID The UUID for the security
group associated with the
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Call Attribute Description

call controller that handled
the call.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 374to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.
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4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 373 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 374 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 373 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 374to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. .Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 373 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation.
The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes
with the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time
frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the
value. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select
the topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range
before generating the report. You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New
Grouping icon . Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You
can remove the additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove

Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
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5. Select themetric for the report from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Detail Reports" on page 372 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Call Quality Reports
You can generate the call quality reports based on the call quality details from the IP telephony
network. You can filter the reports based on the call quality attributes such as the Calling Party, the
Called Party , and so on and generate the reports based on the call quality metrics such as the
Conversational MOS of the call, the Audio Jitter for the call, and so on.

To access the Call Quality reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Microsoft IP Telephony > Call Reports > Call_Quality_Metrics. This displays the
reports you can launch for the call details.

You can view the following types of reports for the call quality metrics:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed
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l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify the call metrics or the call attribute distinct count, based on
which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Call Quality Metric Description

1Conversational MOS TheConversational MOS for the call.

1Overall Average Network MOS TheOverall Average Network MOS for the call.

1Send ListenMOS The Send ListenMOS for the call.

1Receive ListenMOS TheReceive ListenMOS for the call.

1Audio Jitter The Audio Jitter for the call.

1Audio Packet Loss Rate The Audio Packet Loss Rate for the call.

1Audio Packet Utilization The Audio Packet Utilization for the call.

1Audio Round Trip The sum of the Audio Round Trip for the call.

1Video Jitter The Video Jitter for the call.

1Video Packet Loss Rate The Video Packet Loss Rate for the call.

1Video Packet Utilization The Video Packet Utilization for the call.

1Video Round Trip The Video Round Trip for the call.

1Video Frame Loss Rate The Video Frame Loss Rate for the call.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Specifying Topology Filters

Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the reports based on the various combinations of the call
quality details available in the accumulatedmetric data.

You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to select from the available options
to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You can
select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be searched
based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.
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You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the calls.

Call Attribute Description

Calling Party The party that made the
call.

Called Party The party to which the call
was made.

Media Type TheMedia Type for the call.

Session Type The Session Type for the
call.

Calling Party User Agent The user agent at the
calling party.

Called Party User Agent The user agent at the called
party.

Calling Party Authentication The authentication used by
the calling party.

Called Party Authentication The authentication used by
the party to which the call
was made.

Calling Party Relay IP Address The Calling Party Relay
IP Address for the call.

Called Party Relay IP Address The relay IP address of the
party that made the call.

Calling Party Connection Type The connection type used
by that party that made the
call.

Called Party Connection Type The connection type used
by the party to which the
call was made.

Source OCS Site TheOCS site from which
the call originated.

Destination OCS Site TheOCS site to which the
call was made.

Source Site The Source NNMi site for
the call.

Destination Site The Destination NNMi site
for the call.

Calling Party User Group The user group to which the
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Call Attribute Description

caller belongs.

Called Party User Group The user group to which the
called user belongs.

Tenant Name The Tenant Name
associated with the call
controller for the call.

Tenant UUID The UUID of the tenant
associated with the call
controller for the call.

SecGroup Name The security group name
associated with the call
controller that handled the
call.

SecGroup UUID The UUID of the security
group associated with the
call controller for the call.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the call attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the call metric records available in the database at a given
point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a call, make sure that an hour has
elapsed on the network after the completion of the call.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific call attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click the
Search and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart
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Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 384to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 383 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 384to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 383 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 384to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 383 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

1. Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending order
of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

2. Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending order
of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

3. Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending order
of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

4. Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending order
of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

5. Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

6. Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending order of
the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending order of
the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

8. Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending order of
the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

9. Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending order of
the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

10. Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending order
of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

11. Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

12. Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the ascending order
of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report to
display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top N attribute.
Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you generate the report.

Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation.
The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes
with the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time
frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the
value. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select
the topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range
before generating the report.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Call Quality Reports" on page 382 to launch the Chart Detail
report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
372 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top pf the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in
the ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Gateway Statistics Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Gateway Statistics extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the gateways discovered andmonitored on the network.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the gateway such as the total inbound
calls carried by the gateway, the total outbound calls carried by the gateway and so on and generate
the report based on the gateway statistics metrics such as the total inbound calls carried, the
inbound calls blocked, and so on. You can use the reports generated to see the performance of the
gateway over a time period specified. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for more
information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different report
formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend analysis
to assist you better in taking decisions for your gateway utilization.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:
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l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Gateway Statistics Reports
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable gateway statistics
reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your deployment
environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Gateway Statistics extension pack.

Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports
To access the Gateway Statistics reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Microsoft IP Telephony > Gateway Statistics > Gateway_Statistics_Metrics to view
a list of the supported report formats.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the gateway statistic attribute values available in the accumulated gateway statistic metric data.
You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice by using the Control Ctrl key.
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o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to select from the available options
to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You can
select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be searched
based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the gateway
statistics.

Gateway Statistic Attribute Description

NodeGroup Name The name of the node group that includes the
node for the gateway discovered.

Node UUID The UUID of the node for the gateway
discovered.

Node Name The name of the node for the gateway
discovered.

Node Contact The contact for the node for the gateway
discovered.

Node Location The location of the node for the gateway
discovered.

Node Family The family that includes the node for the
gateway discovered.

Node Vendor The vendor for the node.
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Gateway Statistic Attribute Description

Node ID The unique ID of the node.

NodeODBID TheODBID of the node.

Node HostName The host name for the node.

Tenant Name The tenant name associated with the node.

Tenant UUID The UUID of the tenant associated with the
node.

SecGroup Name The name of the security group associated
with the gateway.

SecGroup UUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the gateway.

Gateway IP Address The IP address of the gateway.

Gateway Name The name of the gateway.

Gateway Vendor The vendor for the gateway.

Lync Site The name of the Lync site that includes the
gateway.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the gateway statistic metric records available in the database
at a given point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a gateway, make sure that an
hour has elapsed on the network.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific gateway statistic attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can
click theSearch and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated using the
TimeControl workspace on the NNM iSPI Performance page:

To specify time controls, do as follows:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.
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n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report. This option is enabled only if you enable theRelative Start
option.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the gateway statistic metrics or the gateway statistic
attribute distinct count, based on which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Gateway Statistic Metric Description

1Inbound Calls Carried Indicates the inbound calls carried by the gateway.

1Outbound Calls Carried Indicates the outbound calls carried by the gateway.
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Gateway Statistic Metric Description

1Inbound Calls Blocked Indicates the inbound calls blocked by the gateway

1Outbound Calls Blocked Indicates the outbound calls blocked by the gateway

Total Inbound Calls Carried (sum) Indicates the sum of the total inbound calls carried by the
gateway.

Total Outbound Calls Carried (sum) Indicates the sum of the total outbound calls carried by the
gateway.

Total Inbound Calls Blocked (sum) Indicates the sum of the total inbound calls blocked by the
gateway.

Total Outbound Calls Blocked (sum) Indicates the sum of the total outbound calls blocked by the
gateway.

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count of calls. Indicates the count of
calls.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 392to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 395 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 392to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 395 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
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displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 392to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 395 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .
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Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway Statistics Reports" on page 392 to
launch the Top N Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
394 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:
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n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Gateway B-Channel Activity extension pack. You can use
this extension pack to generate reports for the gateway B-Channel usage on your network. These
reports allow you to perform capacity planning by helping you to identify the B-Channel usage for
each gateway interface included in a gateway. You can use these reports to identify if the channels
in the gateway interface are utilized completely or if the channel utilization for the gateway interface
is low. If the channel utilization is high, the network might experience call drops due to the lack of
availability of free channels to carry calls. If the channel utilization is low, you can re-provision the
channels to carry calls where the requirement is high.

You can filter the reports based on the various attributes of the gateway B-Channel such as the
gateway IP address, the gateway name, the gateway interface name, the security group UUID, and
the Lync site identity, and generate the report based on the number of B-Channels, the number of in-
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service channels, the number of partially used channels, the number of idle channels, and the
gateway interface percentage usage. You can use the reports generated to see the gateway
interface usage trends over a time period specified. See the section Specifying Topology Filters for
more information about the attributes you can specify to filter the reports. You can use the different
report formats to view specific metric details across a range of time frames and perform a trend
analysis to assist you better in taking decisions for your gateway utilization.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Gateway B-Channel Activity
Reports

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enable gateway B-Channel
activity reports:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your deployment
environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Gateway B-Channel Activity extension pack.

Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports
To access the Gateway B-Channel Activity reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click Microsoft IP Telephony  > Gateway_BChannel_Activity to view a list of the supported
report formats.

Note: You can also access the gateway B-Channel activity reports from theGateway view on
the NNMi console by selecting a gateway and then clickingActions > IP Telephony > B
Channel Activity.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter themetric reports based on the various combinations of
the gateway statistic attribute values available in the accumulated gateway statistic metric data.
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You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice by using the Control Ctrl key.

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to select from the available options
to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search. You can
select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be searched
based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions of the gateway
BChannel.

Gateway BChannel Attribute Description

Gateway Interface Name The name of the gateway interface.

Gateway Name The name of the gateway.
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Gateway BChannel Attribute Description

Gateway IP Address The IP address of the gateway.

Lync Site Identity The identity of the Lync Site that includes the
gateway.

Security Group UUID TheGateway Security Group UUID.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the gateway statistic metric records available in the database
at a given point of time. To select the specific attribute values for a gateway, make sure that an
hour has elapsed on the network.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific gateway statistic attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can
click theSearch and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated using the
TimeControl workspace on the NNM iSPI Performance page:

To specify time controls, do as follows:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days
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o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report. This option is enabled only if you enable theRelative Start
option.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify the gateway BChannel activity metrics or the gateway
BChannel activity attribute distinct count, based on which you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Gateway BChannel Activity Metric Description

Number of BChannels Indicates the number of BChannels present in the gateway
interface.

Number of In-service Channels Indicates the number of channels that were completely in use
during the reporting period.

Number of Partially Used Channels Indicates the number of partially used channels during the
reporting period.

Number of Idle Channels Indicates the number of channels in the idle state during the
reporting period.

1Gateway Interface Percent Usage (sum) Indicates the percentage of usage of the interface calculated
from the percentage of usage of the contained channels.

1You can select any of the following options for the call durationmetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two call
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 402to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on previous page to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.
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2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 402to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 405 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected call metric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 402to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 405 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
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report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in the call metric values for two different (consecutive) time
periods for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of call attributes based on
the variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to
the attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of the call metric for the
previous time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of
change in the value. Based on your requirement, you can select a call metric, specify the call
attribute to group by, select the topology filter to scope the report only for certain call attribute
values, and specify the time range before generating the report.

You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the additional call

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing the Gateway B-Channel Activity Reports" on page
402 to launch the Top N Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
404 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple call attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the call attributes. You can remove the

additional call attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Exchange Server Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides the Exchange Server extension pack. You can use this
extension pack to generate reports for the performancemetrics collected using SiteScope from the
Microsoft Exchange servers that are part of the Lync site monitored.

You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Prerequisites to Enable Microsoft Exchange Server
Reports

Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enableMicrosoft Exchange
server reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics (iSPI Performance for Metrics) in your deployment
environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Install and configure SiteScope to collect performancemetrics from theMicrosoft Exchange
servers that you want to monitor.

l Create a data integration point between NNMi and SiteScope according to the details specified
in theSiteScopeOnline Help.

l Enable performancemonitoring for Microsoft Unified Communications and Collaboration
Manager using the HP SiteScope IP Telephony link present under the Integration Module
Configuration workspace. For more details, see the iSPI for IP Telephony > Microsoft IP
Telephony Inventory > Integrating with SiteScope section in the iSPI for IP Telephony Online
Help.
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l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
the Exchange Server extension pack.

Accessing the Microsoft Exchange Server Reports
To access the Microsoft Exchange Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Exchange > Exchange_UM. This displays the reports
you can launch for theMicrosoft Exchange server.

Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated using the
TimeControl workspace on the NNM iSPI Performance page.:

To specify time controls, do as follows:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list.
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4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report. This option is enabled only if you enable theRelative Start
option.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the reports based on the various combinations of the
Microsoft Exchange server performance values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.

To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters from themenu. This displays the
Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.
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4. Click Apply and then click Confirm Selection to select the topology filter and generate the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Topology Filter Description

NodeGroup Name The name of the node group.

Node UUID The UUID of the node.

Node Name The name of the node.

Node Contact The contact for the node.

Node Location The location of the node.

Node Family The family that the node is a part of.

Node Vendor The vendor for the node.

Node ID The unique ID of the node.

NodeODBID TheODBID of the node.

Node HostName The host name for the node.

Tenant Name The tenant name associated with the node.

Tenant UUID The tenant UUID associated with the node.

SecGroup Name The security group name associated with the
node.

SecGroup UUID The security group UUID associated with the
node.

Monitor Name The server monitor name.

Monitor Type The server monitor type.

Site Name The user-configured NNMi Site.

Site UUID The site UUID

Lync Site Name The Lync Site name

Lync Site UUID The Lync Site UUID.

Pool FQDN The pool FQDN.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 
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l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all themetric records available in the database at a given point of
time. To select the specific attribute values, make sure that an hour has elapsed on the network.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.

Specifying Metrics for Reports
You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Exchange Server Metrics Description

1FailedMailbox Connection% (Last Hour) The percentage of failedmailbox connection attempts for the
last hour.

Exception - FailedMailbox Connection% (Last
Hour) (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1Rejected Inbound Calls by
UM Service% (Last Hour)

The percentage of inbound calls rejected by the Unified
Messaging (UM) service in the last hour.

Exception - Rejected Inbound Calls by
UM Service% (Last Hour) (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1Rejected Inbound Calls by UM Worker%
(Last Hour)

The percentage of inbound calls rejected by the UM worker
process in the last hour.

Exception - Rejected Inbound Calls by
UM Worker% (Last Hour) (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1VoiceMessage Failures% (Last Hour) The percentage of voicemessages for which transcription
failed in the last hour.

Exception - VoiceMessage Failures% (Last
Hour) (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.
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Exchange Server Metrics Description

1Average Hub Transport Access Failures% The percentage of average hub transport access failures.

Exception - Average Hub Transport Access
Failures% (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1Call Answering Rules Download Failures% The percentage of call answering rules download failures.

Exception - Call Answering Rules Download
Failures% (sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1Calls Disconnected Error/sec The number of calls disconnected in a second after an external
error occurred,

Exception - Calls Disconnected Error/sec
(sum)

Indicates the quality of themetric.

1Directory Access Failures (sum) The sum of the directory access failures.

Exception - Directory Access Failures (sum) Indicates the quality of themetric.

1FailedMailbox Connection Attempts% The percentage of mailbox connection attempts that failed.

Exception - FailedMailbox Connection
Attempts%

Indicates the quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) The sum of themetrics error count.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Note: The distinct count of attributes represents the sum of the occurrences of unique values for
the attributes. For example, if you select the Node Name (countDistinct) metric, and three distinct
node names had participated during the time specified, the report lists the value for the Node Name
(countDistinct) as 3.

Types of Reports
This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart
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Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 413to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 415 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected server metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 413to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 415 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selected server metric in a color-coded tabular format.
The report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 413to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 415 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple server attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the server attributes. You can remove
the additional server attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping

icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of server attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the
variation. The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the
attributes with the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous
time frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the
value. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select
the topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range
before generating the report.

You can select multiple server attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on
this icon displays another drop-down list of the server attributes. You can remove the additional

server attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

Note: You can generate aMost Changed Report on an Hourly (H), Daily (D), Weekly (W), or a
Monthly (M) basis.

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Exchange Server Reports" on page
412 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
412 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple server attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon .
Clicking on this icon displays another drop-down list of the server attributes. You can remove
the additional server attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping

icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
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N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Lync Reports
The iSPI for IP Telephony provides theMicrosoft Lync extension pack. You can use this extension
pack to generate reports for the performancemetrics collected using SiteScope from the following
Microsoft servers that are part of the Lync site monitored:

l Audio-video conferencing Server

l Archiving Server

l Director Server

l Edge Server

l Frontend Server

l Mediation Server

l Monitoring Server

l Registrar Server

Prerequisites to Enable Microsoft Lync Reports
Youmust make sure that the following prerequisites are satisfied to enableMicrosoft Lync
reporting:

l Install the NNM iSPI Performance for Metrics/Network Performance Server (iSPI Performance
for Metrics) in your deployment environment before installing the iSPI for IP Telephony.

l Install and configure SiteScope to collect performancemetrics from theMicrosoft Lync site for
which you want to monitor and generate reports.

l Create a data integration point between NNMi and SiteScope according to the details specified
in theSiteScopeOnline Help.

l Enable performancemonitoring for Microsoft Unified Communications and Collaboration
Manager using the HP SiteScope IP Telephony link present under the Integration Module
Configuration workspace. For more details, see the iSPI for IP Telephony > Microsoft IP
Telephony Inventory > Integrating with SiteScope section in the iSPI for IP Telephony Online
Help.

l Verify that the iSPI Performance for Metrics is running before opening the reports provided by
theMicrosoft Lync extension pack.

Specifying Topology Filters
Topology filters allow you to scope or filter the reports based on the various combinations of the
server performance values available in the accumulatedmetric data.

You can use the Topology Filter page to specify the topology filters that you require.
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To access the Topology Filter page and specify the topology filters, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Topology Filters > Launch Topology Selector from
the left panel on the NNM iSPI Performance page. This displays the Topology Filter page.

2. Select the topology filter as required from the list of topology filters using any of the following
methods:
n If you want to select only one value for a topology attribute, click theSingle value select

icon, and then select a value of your choice.

n If you want to select multiple values, click theMulti value select icon , and
then select values of your choice (by using the Control Ctrl- key.

n If you want to search and select a value from a list of values, click theSearch and Select

icon .

o If you want to search and select a value for a topology filter from a list of values, click the

Search and Select icon . This displays the following options:
o Keywords: selecting theKeywords check box helps you search for values based on

the keywords that you specify in the box provided. You can specify multiple keywords
separated by white spaces. Click theOptions link to and select from the available
options to specify how the specified keywords must be used to perform the search.
You can select theCase insensitive check box if you do not want the keywords to be
searched based on case sensitivity.

o Results: This list displays the topology filter values that match the specifications you
provided after you click theSearch button. You can select the values that you want
and click the Insert button to.move the selected values to theChoices list. The report
uses the topology filter values in the Choices list to generate the report.

o Choices:This list displays the topology filter values that you have selected to generate
the report. You can select values that you do not want to be used and then click the
Remove button tomove the values back to the Results list.

Note: You can use theSelect All link to select all the listed values. You can use the
Deselect All link to clear all the selected values.

3. Select theNot option to specify that the selected topology filter must not be considered when
generating the report.

4. Click Apply+Return to select the topology filter and generate the report. Clicking Apply
selects the specified topology filters and lets you choose additional topology filters for the
report.

Note: You can click Reset to clear all the topology filters you selected.

You can specify the topology filters based on the following attributes or dimensions.

Call Attribute Description

NodeGroup Name The name of the node group.
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Call Attribute Description

NodeUUID The UUID of the node.

Node Name The name of the node.

Node Contact The contact for the node.

Node Location The location of the node.

Node Family The family that the node is a part of.

Node Vendor The vendor for the node.

Node ID The unique ID of the node.

NodeODBID TheODBID of the node.

Node HostName The host name for the node.

Tenant Name The tenant name associated with the node.

Tenant UUID The UUID of the tenant associated with the
node.

SecGroup Name The name of the security group associated
with the node.

SecGroup UUID The UUID of the security group associated
with the node.

Monitor Name The server monitor name.

Monitor Type The server monitor type.

Site Name The user-configured NNMi Site.

Site UUID The site UUID

Lync Site Name The Lync Site name

Lync Site UUID The Lync Site UUID.

Pool FQDN The pool FQDN.

Note::On the Topology Filters page, if you do not find a specific attribute value that you want to
include in the filter selection from theSelection list, verify the following details: 

l The Topology Filters page lists the attribute values in theSelection list. The list of attribute
values are displayed based on all the performancemetric records available in the database at a
given point of time.

l By default, the Topology Filters page lists only 5000 distinct values in theSelection list for a
specific attribute. If you are unable to find a specific value in the list, you can click theSearch
and Select icon to select the value of your choice.
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Specifying Time Controls
You can specify the time-specific details using which you want the report to be generated using the
TimeControl workspace on the NNM iSPI Performance page.:

To specify time controls, do as follows:

1. Click Time Control from the left panel on the NNMi Performance page. This displays the
following options:
n Relative Start: sets the date and time for report generation. based on the time frame

specified in the Last drop-down list. Select Yes to enable this option. If you select No, you
can specify theStart Date, Time (start time), theEnd Date, Time(end time), and the
Interval to be used to generate the reports.

n Last: set the time frame for which the report must be generated from this drop-down list. You
can select one of the following options:
o 1Minute

o 5Minutes

o 15Minutes

o 30Minutes

o 1 Hour

o 2 Hours

o 12 Hours

o 24 Hours

o 7 Days

o 31 Days

o Other: Select this option to specify the time frame of your choice.

2. Grain: set the interval at which the report must represent data.

3. Time Zone: Select the time zone based on which you want to generate the report, from this
drop-down list.

4. Auto Refresh: set the auto refresh rate for the report to a specific interval or disable the auto
refresh feature for the report.

5. Click Submit to apply the changes.

Microsoft Audio Video Conferencing Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft audio video
conferencing server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing Server
Reports

To access the Microsoft Audio Video Conferencing Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports.

4. Click AV_Conferencing_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the audio video
conferencing server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

3. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Audio Video Conferencing Server
Performance Metric Description

Failed Add Conference Requests (sum) Number of add-conference failed responses returned.

Exception - Failed Add Conference Requests
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

Number of Conferences (sum) The number of active conferences on the A/V Conferencing
Server.
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Audio Video Conferencing Server
Performance Metric Description

Exception - Number of Conferences (sum) The quality of themetric.

Health State (sum) The current health of theMCU. 0 = Normal. 1 = Loaded. 2 =
Full. 3 = Unavailable.

Exception - Health State (sum) The quality of themetric.

1HTTP Stack Load (sum) The estimated time to process all pending items in the HTTP
stack measured inmilliseconds

Exception - HTTP Stack Load (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Processor Time Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - Page Faults (sum) The quality of themetric.

Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - -Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception - Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count of conferences.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 426 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 426 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 426 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
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sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Lync Audio Video Conferencing
Server Reports" on page 426 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Archiving Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft archiving
server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Archiving Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Archiving Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Archiving_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the archiving server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Archiving Server Performance Metric Description

Queue Latency (ms) The average time (in milliseconds) a request is held in the
database queue.

Exception -Queue Latency (ms) (sum) The quality of themetric.

DB Write Failures (sum) Number of messages failed to be written to SQL database.

Exception - DB Write Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

Invalid Messages (sum) The number of messages for which validation failed.

Exception - Invalid Messages (sum) The quality of themetric.
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Archiving Server Performance Metric Description

DroppedMessages (sum) Number of messages dropped fromMSMQqueue.

Exception - DroppedMessages (sum) The quality of themetric.

Blocked Client Threads (sum) The average number of blocked client threads waiting for the
queue depth to decrease.

Exception Blocked Client Threads (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Processor Time Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - Page Faults (sum) The quality of themetric.

Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - -Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception - Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed
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l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 433 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 433 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.
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n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 433 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
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sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Archiving Server Reports" on page
433 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Lync Director Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Director
server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Director Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Director Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Director_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the Director Server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Director Server Performance Metric Description

1Authorization Latency (ms) The average time (in milliseconds) it takes to process a
RtcAuthorizeDelegate sproc call.

Exception -Authorization Latency (ms) (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Search Latency The average time (in milliseconds) it takes to perform the actual
LDAP search.

Exception - Search Latency (ms) (sum) The quality of themetric.
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Director Server Performance Metric Description

Directory Outstanding Searches (sum) Total number of outstanding searches on this LDAP session in
the Directory Search component of the Communications
Server User Services Module associated with a GC.

Exception - Directory Outstanding Searches
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1LDAP Errors/sec (sum) Per-second rate of errors on this LDAP session in the Directory
Search component of the Communications Server User
Services Module associated with a GC.

Exception - LDAP Errors/sec (sum) The quality of themetric.

1ReplicaReplicator Agent ProcessorTime (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception ReplicaReplicator Agent
ProcessorTime (%)

The quality of themetric.

1ReplicaReplicator Agent Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

ReplicaReplicator Agent Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

1Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Private
Bytes (sum)

The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

1RTC Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - -RTC Service Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Page Faults/sec (sum) The sum of the RTC Service Page Faults in a second.

Exception - RTC Service Page Faults/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

RTC Service Thread Count (sum) The sum of the RTC Service Thread Count.

Exception - RTC Service Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) The sum of the RTC Service Private Bytes.

Exception - RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

Exception ReplicaReplicator Agent Page
Faults/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

Sample Count (sum) The sum of the sample count.
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1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 440 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.
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To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 440 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 440 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
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value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of call attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation.
The sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes
with the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time
frame and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the
value. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select
the topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range
before generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Director Server Reports" on page
440 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Edge Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Edge
Server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Edge Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Edge Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Edge_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the edge server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.
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Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Edge Server Performance Metric Description

1Failed to Establish Connections/sec (sum) The sum of the Failed to Establish Connections in a second.

Exception -Failed to Establish
Connections/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Disconnected Clients/sec (Invalid Cookie
Date) (sum)

The sum of the Disconnected Clients in a second due to an
invalid cookie date.

Exception - Disconnected Clients/sec (Invalid
Cookie Date) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Bad Requests Received/sec (sum) The number of bad requests received/sec

Exception - Bad Requests Received/sec (sum) The quality of themetric.

1UDP-Authentication Failures/sec (sum) The per-second rate of failed attempts to authenticate with the
relay over UDP.

Exception - UDP-Authentication Failures/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP-Requests Exceeding Limit/sec (sum) The per-second rate of allocate requests over UDP that
exceeded the port limit.

Exception UDP-Requests Exceeding
Limit/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP-Active Sessions Exceeding Avg
Bandwidth (sum)

The sum of the UDP-Active Sessions Exceeding Average
Bandwidth.

Exception - UDP-Active Sessions Exceeding
Avg Bandwidth (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP-Client Request Errors/sec (sum) The sum of the UDP-Client Request Errors in a second.

Exception - UDP-Client Request Errors/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP-Client Send Request Errors/sec (sum) The Number of Client Send Errors/sec

Exception - UDP-Client Send Request
Errors/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP- Session Idle Timeouts/sec (sum) Session Idle timeouts
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Edge Server Performance Metric Description

Exception - UDP- Session Idle Timeouts/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1UDP- Packets Dropped /sec (sum) The per-second rate of packets over UDP dropped by the relay.

Exception -Packets Dropped /sec (sum) The quality of themetric.

1TCP Authentication Failures/sec (sum) The per-second rate of failed attempts to authenticate with the
relay over TCP

Exception - TCP Authentication Failures/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP Requests Exceeding Limits/sec (sum) The per-second rate of allocate requests over TCP that
exceeded the port limit.

Exception TCP Requests Exceeding
Limits/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP Active Sessions Exceeding Average
Bandwidth (sum)

The number of active relay sessions over TCP that are
exceeding bandwidth limit.

Exception TCP Active Sessions Exceeding
Average Bandwidth (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP Client Request Errors/sec (sum) The Number of Client Requests Errors/sec

Exception TCP Client Request Errors/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP Client Send Request Errors/sec (sum) The Number of Client Send Errors/sec

Exception TCP Client Send Request
Errors/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP Session Idle Timeout/sec (sum) Session Idle timeouts

Exception TCP Session Idle Timeout/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1TCP packets Dropped/sec (sum) The per-second rate of packets over TCP dropped by the relay.

Exception TCP packets Dropped/sec (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Pending Transactions (sum) The number of established TLS connections that are currently
active. TLS Connection is considered established when peer
certificate and, possibly, host name are verified for trust
relationship.

Exception Pending Transactions (sum) The quality of themetric.
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Edge Server Performance Metric Description

1Dropped Connections (Access Proxies Only)
(sum)

The total number of connections that were dropped because
the limit on number of incoming connections from a federated
partner or clearinghouse was exceeded.

Exception Dropped Connections (Access
Proxies Only) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Requests Send Timed-Out (sum) The total number of sends dropped because they stayed in the
outgoing (send) queue for too long.

Exception Requests Send Timed-Out (sum) The quality of themetric.

1SIP Flow Controlled Connections (sum) The number of connections that are currently being flow-
controlled (no socket receives are posted).

Exception SIP Flow Controlled Connections
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Flow Controlled Connections Dropped (sum) The total number of connections dropped because of excessive
flow-control.

Exception Flow Controlled Connections
Dropped (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Incoming Requests Dropped/sec (sum) The per-second rate of incoming requests dropped because
they could not be processed (due to bad headers, insufficient
routing information, server resource allocation failure).

Exception Incoming Requests Dropped/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Incoming Responses Dropped/sec (sum) The per-second rate of incoming responses dropped because
they could not be processed (due to bad headers, insufficient
routing information, server resource allocation failure).

Exception Incoming Responses Dropped/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages/sec (Certificate
Mismatch) (sum)

The per-second rate of messages dropped because the remote
peer's certificate did not contain amatching FQDN.

Exception DroppedMessages/sec (Certificate
Mismatch) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Messages in Server (sum) The number of messages currently being processed by the
server.

ExceptionMessages in Server (sum) The quality of themetric.

1IncomingMessages Help (AboveOverload
Watermark) (sum)

The number of incomingmessages currently being held by the
server for processing for more than the overload watermark
time threshold.

Exception IncomingMessages Help (Above The quality of themetric.
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Edge Server Performance Metric Description

OverloadWatermark) (sum)

1Address Space Usage (%) The percentage of available address space currently in use by
the server process.

Exception Address Space Usage (%) The quality of themetric.

1Rejected Edge Server Connections/sec
(sum)

The per-second rate of server connections rejected at the
external edge because all federation is disabled.

Exception Rejected Edge Server
Connections/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Rejected Edge Client Connections/sec (sum) The per-second rate of client connections rejected at the
external edge because remote user access is disabled.

Exception Rejected Edge Client
Connections/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages/sec (UnknownDomain) The per-second rate of messages that could not be routed
because themessage domain is not in the routing table.

Exception DroppedMessages /sec (Unknown
Domain)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages/sec (Blocked Domain)
(sum)

The per-second rate of messages dropped at the external edge
because the domain is in the blocked list.

Exception DroppedMessages /sec (Blocked
Domain) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages/sec (Blocked IM Service
) (sum)

The per-second rate of messages dropped at the external edge
because the domain resolved by DNS SRV to a server that is
blocked in the IM Service Providers table.

Exception DroppedMessages /sec (Blocked
TM Service) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages/sec (Incompatible
Message Domain) (sum)

The per-second rate of messages dropped at the external edge
because the federation type of the domain is incompatible with
previous messages.

Exception DroppedMessages /sec
(Incompatible Message Domain) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Throttled Server Connections (sum) The number of server connections currently that are throttled

Exception Throttled Server Connections (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Throttled System (sum) This value indicates that system wide throttling is on

Exception Throttled System (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Disconnected Clients/sec (Invalid Cookie The per-second rate of number of clients rejected due to invalid
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Edge Server Performance Metric Description

Time Stamp) (sum) timestamps

Exception Disconnected Clients/sec (Invalid
Cookie Time Stamp) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Refused Connections/sec (Server Overload)
(sum)

The per-second rate of the connections that were refused with
Service Unavailable response because the server was
overloaded.

Exception Refused Connections/sec (Server
Overload) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages (Routing Failure) (sum) The sum of the droppedmessages due to a routing failure.

Exception DroppedMessages (Routing
Failure) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DroppedMessages (Internal Error) (sum) The number of messages dropped due to an internal server
error.

Exception DroppedMessages (Internal Error)
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Data Proxy Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception Data Proxy Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

1Data Proxy Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception Data Proxy Page Faults/sec The quality of themetric.

1Data Proxy Private Bytes (sum) The sum of the Data Proxy Private Bytes.

Exception Data Proxy Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Data Proxy Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception Data Proxy Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Service Processor
Time (%)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Service Page Faults/sec (sum) Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Service Page
Faults/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Service Private Bytes
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter
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Edge Server Performance Metric Description

ExceptionMedia Relay Service Thread Count
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Authentication Service
Processor Time (%)

Monitors the% Processor Time counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Authentication Service
Processor Time (%)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Authentication Service Page
Faults/sec (sum)

Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Authentication Service
Page Faults/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Authentication Service Private
Bytes (sum)

Monitors the Private Bytes counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Authentication Service
Private Bytes (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Relay Authentication Service Thread
Count (sum)

Monitors the Thread Count counter

ExceptionMedia Relay Authentication Service
Thread Count (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Processor Time (%) The percentage of the RTC Service Processor Time.

Exception - -RTC Service Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Page Faults/sec (sum) Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - RTC Service Page Faults/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception - RTC Service Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) The sum of the RTC Service Private Bytes. that raised an
exception.

Exception ReplicaReplicator Agent Page
Faults/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:
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l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447 to
launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 447 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.
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To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447 to
launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 447 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447 to
launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 447 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
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value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447 to
launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447
to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Edge Server Reports" on page 447 to
launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Frontend Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Frontend
Server:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Frontend Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Frontend Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Front_End_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the Frontend server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.
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Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

FrontEnd Server Performance Metric Description

1Queue Latency (ms) The amount of time( in milliseconds) that a request spent in the
back end queue.

Exception - Queue Latency (ms) The quality of themetric.

1Backend Processing Latency (ms) The amount of time (in milliseconds) that the back end spent in
processing a request.

Exception - Backend Processing Latency (ms) The quality of themetric.

1Average Hold Time (Incoming) The average amount of time taken by the server to process a
request.

Exception - Average Hold Time (Incoming) The quality of themetric.

Unhandled Application Exceptions (sum) The number of unhandled application exceptions.

1SIP 503 Responses/sec The number of 503 responses per second. The 503 code
indicates that the server is unavailable.

Exception SIP 503 Responses/sec The quality of themetric.

1SIP 504 Responses/sec The number of 504 responses per second. The 504 code
indicates connectivity problems with other servers.

Exception SIP 504 Responses/sec The quality of themetric.

SIP Sends Outstanding (sum) The number of requests and responses that are queued
outbound.

Exception - SIP Sends Outstanding (sum) The quality of themetric.

DATAMCU Compliance Errors (sum) The number of errors reported by the compliancemodule.

Exception - DATAMCU Compliance Errors
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Avg Blocked Client Threads (ms) The average blocked client threads inmilliseconds.

Pending Active Directory Requests (sum) Current number of requests waiting on Active Directory
responses.

Pending Active Directory Responses (sum) Current number of requests waiting on Active Directory
responses.
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FrontEnd Server Performance Metric Description

Exception -Unhandled Application Exceptions
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

Session Queues State (sum) The state of the session queues.

AverageMember Properties Fetch Time (ms)
(sum)

The sum of the AverageMember Properties Fetch Time in
milliseconds.

Exception - Session Queues State (sum) The quality of themetric.

MCU Health State (sum) The current health of theMCU. 0 = Normal. 1 = Loaded. 2 =
Full. 3 = Unavailable.

1Distribution List Expansion Failed
Authorizations/sec

The per-second rate of unauthorized requesters.

Exception - MCU Health State (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Registrar Module DB Queue Latency (ms) The average time (in milliseconds) a request is held in the
database queue by Registrar Module.

Exception -Registrar Module DB Queue
Latency (ms)

The quality of themetric.

1Distribution List Expansion
SOAP Exceptions/sec

The per-second rate of Soap Exceptions.

Exception - -Avg Blocked Client Threads (ms)
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DATAMCU Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - Pending Active Directory
Requests (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1DATAMCU Service Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

1DATAMCU Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter.

Exception - AverageMember Properties Fetch
Time (ms) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

Exception - Distribution List Expansion Failed
Authorizations/sec

The quality of themetric.

DATAMCU Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter.

Exception - Distribution List Expansion
SOAP Exceptions/sec

The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - DATAMCU Service Processor
Time (%)

The quality of themetric.
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FrontEnd Server Performance Metric Description

1RTC Service Page Faults/sec (sum) Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - DATAMCU Service Page
Faults/sec

The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

1RTC Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter.

Exception - DATAMCU Service Private Bytes The quality of themetric.

Exception - DATAMCU Service Thread Count The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

Exception - -RTC Service Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

Exception - RTC Service Page Faults/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

Exception - RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

Exception - RTC Service Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Lync Site Name The Lync Site name

Lync Site UUID The Lync Site UUID.

Pool FQDN The pool FQDN.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed
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l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 459 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 459 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 459 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
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sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Frontend Server Reports" on page
459 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Mediation Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Mediation
Server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Mediation Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Mediation Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Mediation_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for theMicrosoft Mediation
server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Mediation Server Performance Metric Description

Outbound Calls Rejected (Load) (sum) The number of SIP INVITEs from proxy which were rejected
immediately because of server load.

Exception -Outbound Calls Rejected (Load)
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

Inbound Calls Rejected (Load) (sum) The number of SIP INVITEs from gateway which were rejected
immediately because of server load

Exception - Inbound Calls Rejected (Load)
(sum)

The quality of themetric.
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Mediation Server Performance Metric Description

1Load Call Failure Index Scaled index between zero and 100 that is related to all call
failures due to heavy load.

Exception - Load Call Failure Index The quality of themetric.

Failed Calls (Unexpected Interaction from
Proxy) (sum)

The number of calls that failed because of unexpected
interaction from the Proxy.

Exception - Failed Calls (Unexpected
Interaction from Proxy) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

Failed Calls (Unexpected Interaction from
Gateway) (sum)

The number of calls that failed because of unexpected
interaction from a gateway.

Exception Failed Calls (Unexpected
Interaction from Gateway) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Media Connectivity Check Failures Number of media connectivity check failures.

Exception - Media Connectivity Check Failures The quality of themetric.

1Global Health (sum) Global health indicator - 0means DISABLED, 1 is NORMAL, 2
is LIGHTLOAD, 3 is HEAVYLOAD and 4 is OVERLOADED

Exception -Global Health (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - Processor Time (%) (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - Page Faults/sec The quality of themetric.

Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception -Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter.

Exception - Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time (%) Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 468 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selectedmetrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the specified
time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregatedmetric values
(aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your requirements,
you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 468 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 468 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
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values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Mediation Server Reports" on page
468 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Monitoring Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Monitoring
Server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Monitoring Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Monitoring Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Monitoring_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for theMonitoring server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.
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Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Monitoring Server Performance Metric Description

1Queue Latency (ms) The average time (in milliseconds) a request is held in the
database queue.

Exception - Queue Latency (ms) The quality of themetric.

Fatal SQL Errors (sum) The total number of fatal SQL errors since the server started.

Exception - Fatal SQL Errors (sum) The quality of themetric.

Incorrect MSMQ Messages (Type/Version)
(sum)

This counter represents the total number of MSMQmessages
discarded because they were not of the expected type or
version.

Exception - Incorrect MSMQ Messages
(Type/Version) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

Dropped Reports (DB Insertion Failure) (sum) This counter represents the total number of reports that were
dropped due to database insertion failure. The transaction was
committed prematurely due to an unrecoverable database error.

Exception - Dropped Reports (DB Insertion
Failure) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

Deadlocks (sum) The total number of deadlocks that have occurred since the
server started.

Exception - Deadlocks (sum) The quality of themetric.

ODBC Failures (sum) The total number of ODBC timeout failures that have occurred
since the server started.

Exception - ODBC Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

Severe SQL Errors (sum) The total number of severe SQL errors since the server started.

Exception - Severe SQL Errors (sum) The quality of themetric.

Throttled Requests (sum) The total number of requests that were rejected with a retry-
after since the database queue latency was high.

Exception - Throttled Requests (sum) The quality of themetric.

Invalid Messages (sum) The number of messages that failed validation.

Exception - Exception Invalid Messages (sum) The quality of themetric.
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Monitoring Server Performance Metric Description

DroppedMessages (sum) Number of messages dropped fromMSMQqueue.

Exception - DroppedMessages (sum) The quality of themetric.

Transactions Aborted (sum) The number of transactions aborted.

Exception - Transactions Aborted (sum) The quality of themetric.

DB Write Failures (sum) The number of messages failed to be written to SQL database.

Exception - DB Write Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

Unknown Failures (sum) The total count of unknown error report failures.

Exception - Unknown Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

Internal Lock Triggered Failures (sum) The total count of error report failures due to internal locks.

Exception - Internal Lock Triggered Failures
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

Throttled Errors (Max Reports Per Minute)
(sum)

The total count of throttled error reports due tomax report per
minute limit.

Exception - -Throttled Errors (Max Reports Per
Minute) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1QMS Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter of Qms Service.

Exception - QMS Service Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

1QMS Service Page Faults/sec (sum) Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - QMS Service Page Faults/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

QMS Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - QMS Service Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

QMS Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception - QMS Service Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent
Processor Time (%)

The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Page
Faults/sec

The quality of themetric.
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Monitoring Server Performance Metric Description

ReplicaReplicator Agent Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Private
Bytes (sum)

The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Thread
Count (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1RTCCDR Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter

Exception -RTCCDR Service Processor Time
(%)

The quality of themetric.

1RTCCDR Service Page Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception -RTCCDR Service Page Faults/sec The quality of themetric.

1RTCCDR Service Private Bytes Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception -RTCCDR Service Private Bytes The quality of themetric.

RTCCDR Service Thread Count Monitors the Thread Count counter

Exception -RTCCDR Service Thread Count The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy)

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)

Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed
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l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 475 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 475 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:
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n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 475 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
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sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Monitoring Server Reports" on page
475 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.
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4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Microsoft Registrar Server Reports
You can view the following types of reports using this extension pack for theMicrosoft Registrar
Server.:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N
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l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Accessing the Microsoft Registrar Server Reports

To access the Microsoft Registrar Server reports from the NNMi console:

1. Log on to the NNMi console.

2. Click Actions > HP NNM iSPI Performance > Reporting - Report Menu from themenu
bar. This launches the NNM iSPI Performance Report Menu page.

3. Click UCC Applications > Microsoft Lync. This displays theMicrosoft servers for which you
can launch the .reports,

4. Click Registrar_Server. This displays the reports you can launch for the Registrar server.

Specifying Metrics for Reports

You can use theOptions link to specify themetrics or the attribute distinct count, based on which
you want to generate the report.

To access the Report Options page and specify the metrics, do as follows:

1. From any report that is displayed, click Options from themenu. This displays the Report
Options page.

2. Select the primary metric and the secondary metric from the respective drop-down lists as
required for the report.

Note: You can addmoremetrics for the report by clicking the (Add) icon and then selecting the
metric of your choice from the drop-down list displayed.

1. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Click here to see themetrics that you can select to generate reports.

Registrar Server Performance Metric Description

1Queue Latency (ms) The average time (in milliseconds) a request is held in the
database queue.

Exception - Queue Latency (ms) The quality of themetric.

Dropped Requests (sum) The number of requests that have been dropped by the
database layer because they would time out.

Exception - Dropped Requests (sum) The quality of themetric.

Rejected Registers The total number of legacy Registers rejected due to publisher
being in richmode.
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Registrar Server Performance Metric Description

Exception - Rejected Registers The quality of themetric.

Disconnected Endpoints (Indirectly
Connected) (sum)

The total number of indirectly connected endpoints
disconnected due to error responses.

Exception - Disconnected Endpoints (Indirectly
Connected) (sum)

The quality of themetric.

DeRegistration Notifications (sum) The total number of 'deregistered' notifications sent. A
'deregistered' notification is sent to a contact when server
decides the contact is no longer valid.

Exception DeRegistration Notifications (sum) The quality of themetric.

Disconnected Endpoints (sum) The total number of endpoints disconnected due tomissed
keep-alive.

Exception - Disconnected Endpoints (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Queue Depth (sum) The average number of database requests waiting to be
executed.

Exception - Queue Depth (sum) The quality of themetric.

Deadlocks (sum) The total number of deadlocks that have occurred since the
server started.

Exception - Deadlocks (sum) The quality of themetric.

Deadlock Failures (sum) The total number of deadlock failures that have occurred since
the server started.

Exception - Deadlock Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

ODBC Timeout Failures (sum) The total number of ODBC timeout failures that have occurred
since the server started.

Exception -ODBC Timeout Failures (sum) The quality of themetric.

Severe SQL Errors (sum) The total number of severe SQL errors since the server started.

Exception - Severe SQL Errors (sum) The quality of themetric.

Fatal SQL Errors (sum) The total number of fatal SQL errors since the server started.

Exception - Fatal SQL Errors (sum) The quality of themetric.

1Throttled Requests/sec The number of requests that were rejected in a second with a
retry-after since the database queue latency was high.

Exception - Throttled Requests/sec The quality of themetric.
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Registrar Server Performance Metric Description

Throttled Requests (sum) The total number of requests that were rejected with a retry
after the database queue latency was high..

Exception - Throttled Requests (sum) The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter.

Exception - -RTC Service Processor Time (%) The quality of themetric.

1RTC Service Page Faults/sec (sum) Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception - RTC Service Page Faults/sec
(sum)

The quality of themetric.

RTC Service Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter.

Exception - RTC Service Thread Count (sum) The quality of themetric.

RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter.

Exception - RTC Service Private Bytes (sum) The quality of themetric.

1ReplicaReplicator Agent Processor Time (%) Monitors the% Processor Time counter.

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent
Processor Time (%)

The quality of themetric.

1ReplicaReplicator Agent Faults/sec Monitors the Page Faults/sec counter

Exception ReplicaReplicator Agent Page
Faults/sec (sum)

The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Private Bytes (sum) Monitors the Private Bytes counter

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Private
Bytes (sum)

The quality of themetric.

ReplicaReplicator Agent Thread Count (sum) Monitors the Thread Count counter.

Exception - ReplicaReplicator Agent Thread
Count (sum)

The quality of themetric.

1Total Processor Time Monitors theWorking Set counter(Logging only policy).

Exception - Total Processor Time (sum) The quality of themetric.

Counters in Error (sum) Metrics Error Count.

1You can select any of the following options for themetric:

l Average (avg)

l Minimum (min)

l Maximum (max)
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Types of Reports

This extension pack helps you to generate the following types of reports based on themetrics that
you specify:

l Chart Detail

l Heat Chart

l Top N

l Most Changed

l Calendar

l Top N Chart

Calendar Report

The Calendar Report uses a traditional, calendar-style layout to show hourly statistics for two
metrics in a single, extended graph spanning over multiple days. By default, this report displays the
data for the current month.

To launch a Calendar Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch the Calendar report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.
Note: If you select a time range that is less than 24 hours, the report displays the following
message: This report is not designed to operate with a time range of
less than 24 hours. Please modify your time selections.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to be applied on the
report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 484 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Chart Detail Report

This report plots the selected call metrics on a chart at each display grain interval within the
specified time frame. This report helps you to do a detailed analysis of the trend of aggregated
metric values (aggregated at selected display grain interval) over a period of time. Based on your
requirements, you can select a pair of metrics for which you want to analyze the data.

To launch a Chart Detail Report based on your requirements, do as follows:
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1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch the Chart Detail report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422 to specify the
topology filters to be applied on the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 484 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report. You can select one of the following
options from theChart or Table drop-down list to specify the format in which you want the
report to be displayed:

n Chart: specifies the report to be displayed as a chart. The Chart Detail report uses this option
by default.

n Table: specifies the report to be displayed in a tabular format. The table lists the rows based
on the specified display grain (time interval) and displays the corresponding values for the
primary and the secondary metrics.

n Chart and Table: specifies the report to be displayed both in a chart and a tabular format.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Heat Chart Report

This report displays the hourly values of the selectedmetric in a color-coded tabular format. The
report lists the hour of the day vertically and the day of themonth horizontally. The report also
displays the legend for the color coding on top of the report using which you can identify the color
code used to represent the specific value ranges for themetric. Based on your requirement, you can
select ametric for which you want to see the value range across a specified time frame.

Note: You can launch this report for aminimum time frame of 24 hours only.

To launch a Heat Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch the Heat Chart report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Perform the steps in the section "Specifying Topology Filters" on page 422to specify the
topology filters to be applied for the report.

4. Perform the steps listed in the "SpecifyingMetrics for Reports" on page 484 to specify the
primary metric and the secondary metric for the report.

5. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Top N Report

Based on your selectionmetrics, this report ranks the attribute values in the ascending or
descending order of the total raw values of themetric. The report displays the rank of themetric
value along with themetric value and the percentage of themetric value with respect to all the
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values listed. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric using theOptions link and
specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the analysis. You can use this
report to identify themetric values that had occurrences at the extremes. You can also use this
report to investigate historical sampled data for themetrics that exhibit unusual occurrence levels.

To launch a Top N Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.
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n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. You can select Yes from theDisplay Time Series Chart drop-down list if you want the report
to display the data in the form of a chart. The chart uses a different color to plot each Top
N attribute. Alternatively, you can click theShow Chart link to view the chart after you
generate the report.

8. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.

Most Changed Report

This report compares the variation in themetric values for two different (consecutive) time periods
for specified grouping of attributes and ranks these groups of attributes based on the variation. The
sort order lists the attributes from the attributes with themost changed values to the attributes with
the least changed values. The report displays the value of themetric for the previous time frame
and the current time frame along with the difference and the percentage of change in the value.
Based on your requirement, you can select ametric, specify the attribute to group by, select the
topology filter to scope the report only for certain attribute values, and specify the time range before
generating the report.

You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking on this
icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional attribute drop-

down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

To launch a Most Changed Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section "Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch theMost Changed report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied to the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes.
n Top 5: lists the top five specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the

descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists the top 10 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists the top 25 specified attributes with themaximummetric value variation in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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Top N Chart Report

Based on your selection of the attributes and themetric, this report ranks the attribute values in the
ascending or descending order of the total raw values of themetric along with a chart that plots the
change of values over the specified time frame. Based on your requirement, you can select ametric
using theOptions link and specify the topology filter using the Topology Filter link to fine tune the
analysis.

To launch a Top N Chart Report based on your requirements, do as follows:

1. Perform the steps in the section"Accessing theMicrosoft Registrar Server Reports" on page
484 to launch the Top N report for a specific time frame.

2. Specify the time controls for the report as mentioned in the "Specifying TimeControls" on page
425 section.

3. Click Options from themenu.

4. Select the topology filter to be applied for the report from theGrouping by: drop-down list.
Note: You can select multiple attributes by clicking theAdd New Grouping icon . Clicking
on this icon displays another drop-down list of the attributes. You can remove the additional

attribute drop-down lists displayed by clicking theRemove Grouping icon .

5. Select themetric for the report.from theMetric: drop-down list.

6. Select one of the following options from the Top N: drop-down list to view the report for the
specified number of attributes:

n Top 5: lists five of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the descending
order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Top 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with themaximummetric value in the
descending order of the value with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 5: lists five of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 10: lists 10 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 25: lists 25 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Bottom 50: lists 50 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the ascending
order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.
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n Bottom 100: lists 100 of the specified attributes with the lowest metric value in the
ascending order of the value with the lowest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Descending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
descending order of the value, with the highest value at the top of the list.

n Sort All in Ascending: lists all the specified attributes with themetric value in the
ascending order of the value, with the lowest value at the top of the list.

7. Click Confirm Selection to generate the report.
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